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Design Technical Merit - Content: Presents Design Process and Results 
 

Executive Summary 
Our solution seeks to create, a reasonably sized, fuel-efficient aircraft.  We 

looked to minimize weight while balancing thrust with drag, weight with lift, and 
maintaining zero pitching moments.  To this end, we observed current mainstream 
aircraft designs and, coupled with concerns regarding weight and take-off requirements, 
opted to pursue a conventional tail configuration.  To deal with the transonic airflow we 
selected the n0011sc, nasa20402, and n63209 airfoils to reduce the effects of wave 
drag, and dimensioned our main wings to minimize drag and weight.  We used the 
RWDC analysis program and the tail sizing spreadsheet, along with the aerodynamic 
testing, via FloEFD, to optimize the dimensions of our empennage.  We then varied 
angle of attack for our plane during flight and the angle of incidence of the horizontal 
stabilizers to meet all equality constraints.  Our final objective function result was 943.9 
lbs.  Our final design adhered to all constraints within the error of FloEFD analysis.   

  
2. Project Goal  
2. a. i) The objective function in the given flight conditions is: 

)( wingtailconetailparts WWW
lift

drag
++  

Equation 1 – objective function  
 
2. a. ii) The objective function focused our efforts and informed us that while lift divided 

by drag represents aerodynamic efficiency, careful consideration must be placed on 

weight as well. For example, if the highest aspect ratio was pursued, it would yield an 

appealing value for lift divided by drag; however, when weight is brought into 

consideration, the benefits of a higher aerodynamic efficiency are outweighed by the 

detrimental effects of increased weight.  The addition of the weight term in the objective 

function helped to keep our competition realistic—minimizing drag over lift while 

ignoring weight would make an unreasonably and unrealistically heavy aircraft due to a 

need for additional reinforcement material to deal with the increased rotational inertia 

brought about by a higher aspect ratio. 
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2. b. i) Design Variables:  

Aerodynamic Variables: 

• Sweep 

o Increased sweep increases weight, decreases lift, and decreases drag 

• Aspect Ratio 

o Increased Aspect Ratio increases weight, increases lift, and decreases 

drag 

• Taper Ratio 

o Increased taper ratio increases lift, increases weight, affects drag, and 

moves the center of gravity toward the aft 

• Airfoils 

o Thinner airfoils generate  higher weight, lower drag, and lower lift 

• Aerodynamic Twist 

o Thicker root airfoils decrease weight, decrease drag, decrease lift, and 

increase required angle of attack 

• Geometric Twist 

o A higher angle at the tip induces much higher drag, slightly higher lift, 

and increases weight 

• Tail configuration 

o Affects lift, drag, weight, and center of gravity 

• Angle of Attack 

o Increased angle of attack increases lift, and increases induced drag 

• Angle of Incidence 

o Increased angle of incidence increases lift, and increases drag 

• Dihedral Angle 

o Increased dihedral angle increases weight, and increases vertical area 

 

Empennage Variables: 

• Length of tailcone 

o Increased length increases weight, and moves the center of gravity aft 

• Length of fairing 
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o Increased length increases weight 

 

2. c. i) Equality constraints are specific limitations on variables which can potentially 

change the objective function results.  Specifically, equality constraints limit variability by 

equating certain potential variables to constants or to another variable according to the 

state of flight required by the challenge.   

• The required planform area of each wing is 243.09 ft2  

o Maintaining constant planform area of the wings restricted our ability to 

maintain a state of ceteris parabus, a state in which all other variables 

remain constant. Thus, in testing a specific variable, the planform area 

constraint forced us to adjust other variables simultaneously. 

• The required cruising speed is 400 knots 

o The transonic velocity constraint made wave drag a potential issue. In 

order to avoid wave drag, we used supercritical airfoils to streamline 

our design and reduce the objective function. 

• The atmospheric conditions are set 

o Altitude is 37000 feet, temperature is -69.7 degrees Fahrenheit, and 

atmospheric pressure is 3.1412 pounds per square inch.  

o The Reynolds Number and the fluid density are dependent upon the 

aforementioned conditions and are consequently set as well.  

• The given fuselage part is immutable 

o Our inability to change the dimensions of the fuselage limited the size 

of the tailcone in order to maintain a center of gravity within fifteen and 

thirty percent of the Mean Aerodynamic Chord. 

o The dimensions of the fuselage also limited the sizing of the stabilizers 

since they are taken into consideration in the tail volume coefficient 

spreadsheet.   
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Figure 1 - A simple diagram outlining the basic forces exerted on an aircraft in 
steady-state flight. 
 

• Balancing Forces - Lift must equal weight, drag must equal thrust, and 

unbalanced pitching moments must equal zero 

o These equality constraints forced us to focus our attention on finding 

an appropriate combination of angle of attack and angle of incidence to 

balance forces. 

o To have no unbalanced pitching moments, we needed to have the rear 

stabilizers provide negative lift in order to balance the unbalanced 

torque generated by the front half of the aircraft.   

2. d. i) Inequality Constraints: inequality constraints apply restrictions to help define the 

feasible solution set.  These inequality constraints allow for flexibility, as opposed to 

rigid equality constraints, allowing for a range of variability in design as long as certain 

conditions are met.   

• Center of gravity must fall between 15-30% MAC 

o Tailcone and stabilizers must be sized and the main wings must be 

placed on the fuselage so that the center of gravity remains within the 

given range 

o The further back the center of gravity is on the plane, the less area is 

required for the stabilizers, resulting in an overall lower weight for the 

aircraft.  Thus, we tried to dimension our aircraft to have its center of 

gravity as close to 30% MAC as possible 

• Tailcone must clear the ground 

o We had to size the tailcone appropriately so that upon 12° takeoff, the 

tail does not hit the ground.  This constraint limited our tailcone 
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dimensions, specifically length and fineness ratio, to those that can 

clear the ground upon takeoff. 

• Tail configurations limited to V, Inverted V, Y, Conventional, Cruciform, H, and 

T  

o We could not explore other options for tail configuration, which 

narrowed our testing procedure to investigate only the allowed 

configurations and thus expedited the process 

3. Design Phases  

 
Figure 2 - Outlining the basic approach to efficiently completing the project 

 
3. a. i) We remained conceptual in the initial design phase so we would not be 

overwhelmed by the sheer number of possibilities.  Because there are too many 

variables, it would be physically impossible to examine everything in detail. 

 

3. a. ii. 1)  There were thousands of design possibilities and variable combinations that 

we could have changed to alter the output function, giving us many possible routes to 

achieving minimization. The options considered for the wings were sweep, aerodynamic 

and geometric twist, aspect ratio, airfoils, taper ratio, angle of attack, and angle of 

incidence. The options for the stabilizers considered were dihedral angle, sweep, aspect 

ratio of stabilizers, aerodynamic and geometric twist, taper ratio, airfoils, tail 

configuration, angle of attack, and angle of incidence.  The variables for the tailcone 

were length of tailcone, upward curvature of aft-fuselage, and length of fairing.  We also 

briefly considered the possibility of building a set of canards.  It was tempting to build a 
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structure that would eliminate the need for downward lift as generated by the horizontal 

stabilizer, which would seem to increase efficiency of our aircraft.  However, we 

discovered the canard is a completely different tail configuration and, as such, we were 

unable to use a tail configuration not specified.  

 

3. a. ii. 2)  The diversity of our variables was demonstrated by the large quantity of 

relatively independent groupings of variables such as wing dimensions, stabilizer area, 

angle of incidence, angle of attack, and tailcone shape.  Although we had to cut down 

the large number of design variable possibilities, we needed to allow for enough 

variation in design to increase the probability of meeting the challenge constraints and 

minimize the objective function. Although it was not possible to find a single solution for 

each factor, we narrowed down possibilities by running tests and finding trends.  We 

realized that although an apparent optimum may be found, in actuality it may not be the 

absolute optimum. 

 
Figure 3 - A diagram of a multivariable optimization scenario, in which there are 

two local maximums.  The absolute maximum is indicated with a star. 
 

The major variables of the wings explored were airfoil selection, aspect ratio, 

taper ratio, aerodynamic twist, geometric twist, sweep, angle of attack, and the angle of 

incidence.  The major variables of the tailcone explored were tail configuration, airfoil 

selection, length of the tailcone, shape of the tailcone, stabilizer aspect ratio, fairing 

length, taper ratio for the stabilizers, sweep, dihedral angle, angle of attack, and the 

angle of incidence.  Testing all possibilities for these variables would have been 

impossible given the time constraints and would have been enormously inefficient.  The 

diversity of our variables necessitated elimination or reduction of many of these 

variables via testing, research, and intuition. 
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Figure 4 – A flow chart outlining the stages of the Conceptual Design Process 
 

 

3. a. iii. 1. a.) We looked at every configuration that the challenge provided as an option 

to explore.  Each member was assigned a tail configuration to research. Each tail 

configuration had pros and cons; certain tail configurations had greater stability while 

others had lower weight. The X-tail was eliminated because we found through research 

the four stabilizers would make the tail heavy and have difficulty clearing the ground for 

takeoff.  The H-tail provides excellent support and great stability; however, it was 

eliminated because we reasoned that the two vertical stabilizers would make the tail 

heavy and would shift the center of gravity too far aft.  The Y-tail was eliminated due to 

the stabilizers increasing the weight of the tail, shifting the center of gravity too far back, 

and potentially failing to satisfy the takeoff angle requirements (Basic Aircraft Design 

Rules, 2005).  The T-tail was stable because the horizontal airfoils are taken out of the 

path of the engine exhaust but heavy for support, pushing the center of gravity farther 

aft (Basic Aircraft Design Rules, 2005). The conventional tail was promising because it 

minimized the amount of support necessary for the stabilizers as they are directly 

attached to the fuselage, and in consideration of its widespread use in the commercial 

industry.  The cruciform was only slightly different from the conventional so both were 

design candidates; however, similar to the T-tail, additional structures are required to 

support these stabilizers (Tail Design and Sizing, 2009). The inverted V-tail and V-tail 
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are very similar in characteristics.  Both these tails are light weight because they have 

only two panels on the tail configuration. However, the inverted V-tail was ruled out 

because we were unsure if it would clear the takeoff angle.  Also, with current 

technology, the inverted V-tail would have to be heavier in order to support the 

stabilizers (Chan, 1999).  In order to test these configurations mathematically, the team 

heavily relied on the RWDC analysis program.  The RWDC analysis program calculated 

the weights of planes in a short amount of time.   

Our mentors confirmed our thought process on tail configurations.  Dr. Kobayashi 

and his graduate student, Mr. Alex LeBon, explained to the team that the tail 

configurations found in the commercial industry are shaped more for practical purposes 

rather than to purely reduce drag or weight.  For this reason, our mentors suggested 

that we focus mainly on the conventional tail configurations and the V-tail configurations.  

Our mentors said that these tail configurations would be the lightest configurations.   We 

eliminated the dihedral as a variable in design, since research of the dihedral indicated 

that the dihedral serves two purposes irrelevant to the competition: allowing the airplane 

to enter cramped docking areas and reducing roll motions of the aircraft.  With respect 

to minimizing the objective function, the dihedral appeared to give no appreciable 

benefit to aerodynamic efficiency but had an increased weight. 

3. a. iii. 1 b.)  

 
Figure 5 - conventional tail configuration 
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Figure 6 - cruciform tail configuration 

 
Figure 7 - inverted V-tail configuration 

 

 
Figure 8 - H-tail configuration 
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Figure 9 - T-tail configuration 

     

3. a. iii. 2 a.) After brainstorming, we realized we could cut down these possibilities 

significantly through intuition and research and reduce the amount of time spent on the 

early stages of the project.  We gained a better understanding of the purpose of the 

empennage in aircraft: to increase stability by resisting pitch, roll, and yaw.  However, 

while we took pitch into consideration, we realized that roll and yaw were not in the 

scope of the competition and therefore disregarded them.  Furthermore, the purpose of 

the tail is not to produce upward lift, but to create lift in the downward direction to 

counteract the pitching of the airplane created by the torque generated by the main 

wings and the initial moment of the aircraft. The final tail configurations were, therefore, 

selected for minimizing weight and drag, instead of putting an emphasis on lift, to 

minimize our objective function.  We also realized that certain configurations like the 

inverted-V would have certain clearance issues upon take-off.  Our mentor also helped 

us with the down select of tail configurations by telling us that cruciform and T-tail 

configurations were hardly different from the conventional configuration with respect to 

aerodynamics; the cruciform and T-tail configurations were adaptations of the 

conventional to move the stabilizers out of the turbulence zone created by the engines.  

In the context of this competition, the cruciform and T-tail configurations would just be 

heavier conventional configurations.  Furthermore, our mentor re-iterated our concerns 

that the inverted-V wing would not be able to clear the ground on take-off.  Due to these 

considerations, we narrowed down our testing to conventional and V-tails.   

 We also briefly pondered the effects of upsweep of the tailcone and whether this 

quality would increase the aerodynamic efficiency of our airplane.  Having seen various 
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pictures of aircraft, tailcone upsweep seemed to be a fairly common feature.  Research 

showed, however, that upsweep of the tailcone would be quite detrimental to aircraft 

efficiency, as an upsweep would increase fuselage drag and decrease lift.  We believed 

that the frequency of fuselage upsweep’s occurrence in the aircraft industry is, as with 

the use of T and Cruciform configurations, due to necessity and not efficiency, i.e. 

engineers incorporate fuselage upsweep in their design to prevent the tailcone of the 

aircraft from striking the ground upon take-off.  As a result, we eliminated testing 

upsweep. 

 
Preliminary (Few Candidates)  

 
Figure 10 - Flowchart presenting the Preliminary Stage of the Design Process 

 
3. b. i) During the preliminary phase we began a coarse analysis of our 

empennage.  Because making significant changes in a detailed project is difficult and 

tedious (Higashi, 2010), we, in our preliminary phase, used simple testing and analysis 

methods. 
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Figure 11 - A graph of production cost vs. the fidelity of the prototype. The graph 

indicates that it is more costly to incur changes further along in the design 
process. 

 
3. b. ii. 1. a) Airfoils were selected from the UIUC airfoil database.  As suggested by the 

RWDC coordinators, supercritical airfoils were chosen for their superior lift to drag ratios, 

minimal weight, and their superior resistance to wave drag.  We also wanted to observe 

the different characteristics presented by thick as well as thin airfoils, so our tests 

included both types of airfoils. 

3. b. ii. 1. b) Airfoils were tested individually with the challenge conditions.  First, we 

selected the airfoils for the wings.  We selected eighteen airfoils that varied in thickness 

for further analysis: NASA/Langley Whitcomb integral supercritical airfoil, FX60100, 

GOE417, GRUMMANK-2, NACA64A210, n0011sc, naca63209, NACA2408, NACAM4, 

nasasc20714, sc20414, sc20503, sc20606, sc20714, sc21006, sc20010, sc20402, 

sc20406.  While the RWDC coordinators suggested using supercritical airfoils, we also 

tested non-supercritical airfoils to verify the superiority of wings made with supercritical 

airfoils. We proceeded to run tests with FloEFD on these airfoils, varying angle of attack 

and holding all other variables constant.  Finally, we ran each candidate airfoil through 

the weight analysis program and logged this data.  From these eighteen airfoils, we 

selected four airfoils based on the best results from the equation 
lift

dragweight * : naca63209, 

naca20402, naca20406, and naca20714.  In addition, the 2009 RWDC national 
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champion team, ndc!!!, had used the NACA63209 airfoil for its wing, which helped in our 

decision to look into this particular airfoil.  The results for lift, drag, and weight from our 

tests validated this theory.   

 
Figure 12 - L/D vs AoA which helped us narrow the large selection of initial 
airfoils 
 

We next tested these four airfoils further, including different combinations of 

root/tip airfoils to test aerodynamic twist.  Thicker airfoils were used at the root, while 

thinner airfoils were used at the tip, as suggested by Mark Beyer in a conference call 

and verified to be better through tests.  This suggestion by Mr. Beyer makes sense 

since structurally, having a thick root airfoil provides suitable support for the wing itself, 

thus reducing weight, while having a thin tip airfoil reduces the overall weight and drag 

of the wing. Increasing the thickness of the root airfoil increased the thickness of the 

wing and its second moment of inertia.  Since the weight of the wing is calculated based 

on the bending stress on the wing, with bending stress being equal to the pitching 
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moment divided by the area of inertia, we are able to reduce this weight by increasing 

the area of inertia.  In simplifying this complex scenario for an airfoil curve, we 

represented the airfoil as an I-beam.  The area of inertia for an I-beam is proportional to 

the cube of the height (the thickness of the airfoil).  Therefore, by choosing a root airfoil 

with a larger thickness, the bending stress will be lowered, and the overall weight of the 

wing will be reduced. After doing further research of structural mechanics, we 

discovered that the wing as a whole could be resolved into a simple cantilever rod, as 

the distribution of mass along the axis parallel to the wing defines the location of the 

center of mass for each individual half-span.  Bringing the center of mass closer to the 

center of the plane reduces the amount of torque on the wing, thus reducing the loads 

the wing will have to endure.  This reduces the amount of bending stress upon the wing.  

Having a thinner or smaller tip airfoil would, therefore, shift the center of mass closer to 

the fuselage, which in turn would reduce the amount of support required to attach the 

wings, decreasing weight.  

With these considerations, we found our optimized airfoils combination was the 

n63209 at the root and the sc20402 at the tip.  However, the stabilizer airfoil selection 

worked slightly differently.  Recognizing that the conventional and cruciform 

configurations would require both asymmetric and symmetric airfoils to optimize 

aerodynamic efficiency, we specifically looked at results of symmetric airfoils as 

well.  From empirical data, we found that the n0011sc airfoil had the lowest product of 

drag and weight out of all the airfoils. It was thus the most suitable for use as the vertical 

stabilizer, which produces no lift and thus should be as light as possible and induce as 

little drag as possible.  For our horizontal and V stabilizers, we used the same 

configuration as that used for the main wing to maximize aerodynamic efficiency and 

minimize weight.   

3. b. ii. 1. c) When we tested the various airfoils and combinations thereof in FloEFD for 

aerodynamic twist, we had specific qualities to look for.  We wanted airfoils that would 

generate the least amount of drag, but were as light as possible at the same time. In 

effect, we wanted to minimize the product of drag and weight.  We recognized that for 

the main wings and horizontal/V stabilizers, aerodynamic twist would play a particularly 

large role in the reduction of weight, and thus we looked for both the single airfoil and 
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the ideal combination that would produce the lowest product of drag and weight.  We 

found that drag would be reduced by virtue of incorporating aerodynamic twist, which 

would adjust the lift distribution to focus more of the lift force at the root than at the tip.  

This redistribution of lift would have two beneficial effects.  The first, which pertains to 

drag, is that the strength of wingtip vortices would decrease, decreasing the drag as 

well.  The second is a weight consideration, in that focusing more of the lift towards the 

root would structurally require less material to reinforce the tip region, since the torque 

in the tip area would be reduced due to the lift redistribution.  We also realized that lift 

was not an extremely important factor at this point, given that lift depends on weight of 

the aircraft and can be increased by increasing the angle of attack.  Thus we chose our 

airfoils for the horizontal stabilizers, vertical stabilizers, and main wings such that the 

combination of root and tip airfoils would generate the least product of drag and weight.  

For the vertical stabilizer, we looked for the symmetric airfoil that would give the lowest 

product of drag and weight quantity, since the vertical stabilizer generates no lift.  We 

also knew that team ndc!!! stressed the futility of testing single variables: the inherent 

interdependence of each variable upon each other mandates an inability to change one 

variable by itself.  This notion was warranted especially in the context of this competition, 

since changes in a wing dimension would almost always require a secondary dimension 

change to maintain planform area, an example being testing changing aspect ratio and 

necessarily changing length of the root and tip. 

 

Basic Sizing  
3. b. ii. 2. a) Early on, we recognized the importance of automating tedious calculations, 

especially those involving the calculations for position of aerodynamic center.  Thus, we 

created an Excel spreadsheet to calculate values for aerodynamic centers by inputting 

values for root length, tail length, sweep, distance between root and tip, and tailcone 

length.  We later merged the NASA Tail Sizing Form with our own spreadsheet, creating 

a complex entity which we dubbed “Gotenks.” From “Gotenks” we were able to 

appropriately dimension our stabilizers such that the calculated areas of our stabilizers 

would align with the expected results outputted by the NASA tail sizing spreadsheet.  

We later modified “Gotenks” to include placement of the main wings as a variable to 
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size stabilizers accordingly.  We would then check our dimensions through the RWDC 

analysis program to specifically see the center of gravity position with respect to mean 

aerodynamic chord, since changes in wing placement would drastically alter the percent 

mean aerodynamic chord.  We wanted our center of gravity to lie closer to 30% mean 

aerodynamic chord to minimize required stabilizer area and stabilizer weight by 

extension.  We also decided to look into some exotic possibilities, such as a large (>1) 

taper ratio, forward sweep, and geometric twist.  All three possibilities, upon being run 

through the FloEFD program, exhibited significant amounts of drag as well as 

significantly increased weight due to structural support issues.  This was not so in the 

case of forward sweep; however, the movement of the center of gravity induced by 

forward sweep was unfavorable.  Hence, we eliminated all three possibilities.   

 

Basic Sizing Example Case: When we worked to optimize the aspect ratio of the wings, 

we quickly decided to use a spreadsheet to accomplish this task.  We created a batch of 

tests to run by inputting the value for required planar area and subsequently multiplied 

this value by variable aspect ratios and found the square root of this product to find the 

appropriate wing span.  We arbitrarily chose a constant taper ratio, with which we 

calculated the root and tip lengths of the wing also via spreadsheet.  Thus, we fully 

dimensioned our wings using spreadsheets. 

 

3. b. ii. 2. b) We initially sized the plane based on a Boeing aircraft.  However, after 

much work with the Boeing, we realized that a smaller sized plane was more 

suitable.   The tailcone had to be large enough to carry the required components, but 

small enough to minimize the plane's weight. Although we decided to move from the 

Boeing as a model, we continued to model the baseline plane off a plane used in 

commercial industry.  We switched our base plane model to the Cessna Citation 

Sovereign, and measured the fuselage and wings of the baseline using ImageJ in 

conjunction with dimensions and diagrams from the Cessna website. Other factors that 

were based off of the industry model were dimension, fuselage length, wingspan, wing 

design, sweep of stabilizers at leading edge, and straight stabilizers at 
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trailing.  Isometric rendering using GhostScript gave us a visual rendering of the plane's 

characteristics.   

 

When we worked to optimize aspect ratio of the wings, we simultaneously considered 

weight and drag.  In the case of drag, we took each aspect ratio test candidate 

constructed from dimensions computed by our spreadsheets, and ran them through the 

FloEFD program, and noted down the averaged X-component force (drag).  From here, 

we plotted these values for drag to find the minimum drag candidate. 

 

Basic Performance 

3. b. ii. 3. a. i) In order to minimize the product of weight and drag of the plane, we 

varied taper, geometric sweep, aspect ratio, and sweep for the main wings and 

stabilizers.  We also varied the length of the fairing along with the length of the 

tailcone.  The weight of the plane is calculated by inputting the geometrical sizes of our 

plane into the RWDC analysis program that was provided with the competition.  Like in 

the case of the “Gotenks” spreadsheet, we realized the importance of automating our 

processes.  In this case, we found that the process of individually dimensioning 

tailcones for the analysis program and creating geometry input files was quite tedious, 

so we sought a way to automate and expedite the process.  Our Team Leader designed 

an Excel macro, dubbed “Generator,” which takes a few coordinates and produces T, 

Cruciform, and Conventional tails, along with their associated input files.  These input 

files can be run using a batch file and the RWDC analysis program.  The Generator was 

then revised to allow for testing of V-tails and main aircraft wings, and was used as part 

of our Preliminary phase to test against weight. 

 
3. b. ii. 3. a. ii) To optimize weight conditions, we made conventional tailcones based off 

research and weight analyses and followed the tail sizing spreadsheet.  The tailcones 

had to meet the requirements with the center of gravity between 15% and 30% of the 

MAC.  Observing trends, we noticed that as tailcone length increased, weight of the 

tailcone increased.  
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When we worked to optimize aspect ratio of the wings, we simultaneously considered 

weight and drag.  In the case of weight, we generated geometry input files using the 

Generator program by plugging in our wing dimensions for each test candidate.  From 

here, we ran these input files through the RWDC analysis program and subsequently 

noted down and plotted the weight results to find which aspect ratio afforded the 

minimum weight. 

 

3. b. ii. 3. b. i) The drag of the plane was tested using FloEFD.  We realized keeping 

track of all the results and assigning tests for different people would be tremendously 

difficult without a good communications base.  Thus, to expedite and automate tracking 

results, we utilized spreadsheets on Google Docs to organize our results and plot 

graphs for visual aids to identify trends to base our future tests on.  We found Windchill 

to be inferior to Google Docs due to the inability of Windchill documents to be opened 

and edited by more than one person at a time.  We would individually highlight rows or 

columns to indicate which person was testing what configuration to prevent double 

testing.  Finally, we also incorporated the use of Google Groups to store links and files 

and, more importantly, as a repository for our modified versions of our “tools”, e.g. 

Generator.  Thus, we streamlined distribution of files, which was especially useful when 

members discovered errors in our programs and promptly corrected them. 

 

3. b. ii. 3. b. ii) From our tests, we determined that having a sweep angle of 38 degrees 

suited our needs well, because a 38 degree sweep had relatively high lift, low drag, low 

weight, and an appropriately placed horizontal aerodynamic center.  
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Figure 13 - Shows the minimum objective function when varying the sweep lies at 38 degrees sweep 
 

From our angle of attack tests in FloEFD, we were able toconclude that the angle 

of incidence of the rear horizontal stabilizers had a notable effect on the lift generated 

by the rear stabilizers.  Specifically, our tests indicated a general trend that starting from 

negative angle of incidence moving upward (more positive), lift generated by the 

horizontal stabilizers steadily increased from a negative value into a positive one. 
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Figure 14 - Shows that angle of attack has little effect on drag.  

 
Figure 15 - Shows that increasing angle of attack reduces torque. 

 

 
Figure 16 - Shows that increasing angle of incidence reduces torque.  

 
Figure 17 – Shows trend of in angle of incidence vs Lift and Drag 
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3. b. iii. 1) After taking note of all trends and data gathered, we decided to settle on a 

final configuration of a conventional tail configuration using the n0011sc symmetrical 

supercritical airfoil as the vertical stabilizer and a combination of n63209 at the root and 

sc20402 at the tip for the horizontal stabilizer.  A taper ratio of 0.155, tip to root, and a 

38 degree sweep angle was decided upon as a result of our analysis and precise trend 

testing.  The horizontal stabilizer span was fine tuned to 394.246 inches, and the 

vertical span was 224.409 inches.  For our main wings, the span was refined to 777.942 

inches.  As we continued to hone in on a final design we began investigating various 

angles of incidence for the horizontal stabilizers, as well as overall angles of attack.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18 - Taper v. Objective function shows a minimum at .155 taper ratio 
 

3. b. iii. 2) We realized that the primary purpose of the preliminary phase would be to 

optimize the dimensions of our main wings and stabilizers.  This is because the 

optimization of the airplane can be divided, with regard to reaching our final candidate, 

into two phases: first optimizing the wing surfaces, then the empennage dimensions and 

placements of wing surfaces.  Optimization of the empennage and placement of wing 

surfaces are dependent upon the dimensions of the wings.  Thus, we sought to first 

create wings with the lowest product of drag and weight.  In this way, we could 
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subsequently optimize a empennage around an optimized set of wing surfaces without 

having to re-adjust the wing dimensions.  We also sought to do preliminary tests to 

reduce our configuration candidates to just one, which we did based upon weight and 

drag analyses.  We eliminated the V configuration and chose the conventional 

configuration by observing minimum weights for each as well as drag produced by each 

configuration.  We noted that the conventional configuration had the lowest minimum 

weight and performed well aerodynamically with respect to drag after testing, leading to 

us choosing the conventional configuration.  With respect to wing surface dimensioning, 

we ran similar analyses by analyzing the product of weight and drag for each wing 

candidate.  In the case of the taper ratio, we had to sacrifice lift to decrease drag and 

weight, which resulted in our choosing 0.155 as our taper ratio.  To choose the 38 

degree horizontal sweep angle, we had to find a balance between lift, weight and 

drag.  Empirically, we knew that we had to make drag lower by sweeping the stabilizers 

and wings; however, as we swept the wings and stabilizers farther back, we had to give 

up lift and add weight.  The aspect ratio of the stabilizers was decided upon considering 

that the product of drag and weight would be relatively similar to that of a main wing, 

making the dimensional tests on our main wing applicable to the stabilizers.   

For the main wings, we tested geometric twist initially and found that it did not 

affect our aerodynamic efficiency significantly, but it greatly increased the weight of the 

wings.  We also realized that aerodynamic twist, which simultaneously decreased 

weight and drag, is substitutable for geometric twist and is in fact a better option in the 

context of this competition.  With these considerations in mind, we omitted geometric 

twist completely.  When we investigated aerodynamic twist, we found that 

aerodynamically, the wings became more efficient and considerably lighter, due to the 

reasons stated above in section [3. b. ii. 1. b] leading us to include aerodynamic twist 

into our design. 
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Figure 19 -Aerodynamic twist trends led us to our root and tip foil selection 
 

With respect to aspect ratio, we realized that changing angle of attack could 

easily alter lift, so we investigated which aspect ratio would yield the smallest product of 

drag and weight.  We also knew that an increased aspect ratio would simultaneously 

decrease drag and increase weight, since a higher aspect ratio would result in smaller 

wingtip vortices and therefore less drag.  However, a higher aspect ratio shifts the 

center of gravity of the wing further away from the fuselage, which then causes the wing 

to produce more torque.  As a result of this increased torque, the wings require more 

structural support and, therefore, increase in weight.  As we brainstormed the process 

we found, however, that to get an accurate idea of which aspect ratio would best 

minimize the objective function, we needed to incorporate the drag of the entire aircraft 

and not just the wings.  This is because a relatively small increase in drag for just the 

wings would appear to change our objective function by a large percentage.  We 

realized that adding a drag constant into our results would reduce the percent change in 

the objective function by relatively small changes in drag by just the wings.  To expedite 

our drag testing protocol, we empirically determined that the empennage would 
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generate a roughly constant amount of drag.  We then added this value onto the main 

wing tests, so we would not have to build complete assemblies when testing changes in 

main wing dimensions.  For our weight testing protocol, we created geometry input files 

for the wings and empennage for each test using Generator and analyzed these 

weights using the RWDC analysis program and recorded the results.  We then selected 

a final aspect ratio of 8.635.  This aspect ratio demonstrated the lowest product of 

weight and drag, which would thus minimize the objective function.  We used this same 

aspect ratio for the same reasons for the stabilizers as well. 

 
Figure 20 - An aspect ratio of 8.635 minimizes the drag*weight 

 

To find the appropriate lengths/spans of the stabilizers and wings, we used the 

optimized aspect ratio to derive the optimized lengths/spans. 
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c. Detail (Single Candidate)  

 
Figure 21 - The final stage of the Design Process leading up to the final solution 

 
All Design Deliverables – Located on Windchill 

 

1 NASA tail sizing spreadsheet 

NASA Tail Sizing Spreadsheet  - Windchill 

 

2 Pro/ENGINEER model file  

Pro/ENGINEER Model File - Final Design - Windchill 

 

3 Pro/ENGINEER screen shots/drawings 
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Figure 22 – Upper Left REAR view, Upper Right SIDE view, Bottom Left ISO view, 
Bottom Right TOP view 

4 RWDC weight program input  

 

 

5 RWDC weight program output  

6 EFD.Pro input file  

 

7 EFD.Pro output file  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

!Build input >> Main Wing 
! option  rootle          area        Semi  taper  sweep  dihedral  rootang  tipang  rootname  tipname   between  plp  descr 
RH       254.16 0 124.012      243.5     8.635      0.155        38          0         3.55        3.55         N63209       SC20402       20         0           'MainWingRH' 
LH       254.16 0 124.012      243.5     8.635      0.155        38          0         3.55        3.55         N63209       SC20402       20         0           'MainWingLH' 
 
!Build input >> Tail Pieces 
! option  rootle          area        Semi  taper  sweep  dihedral  rootang  tipang  rootname  tipname   between  plp  descr 
RH       587.440676643382 0 124.012      62.5       8.635      0.155        38          0         -2        -2         N63209       SC20402       20         3           'RHSymTail_1' 
LH       587.440676643382 0 124.012      62.5       8.635      0.155        38          0         -2        -2         N63209       SC20402       20         3            'LHSymTail_1' 
VT      576.497288451682 0 124.012       81          8.635      0.155        38          0         0         0           n0011sc       n0011sc        20         3            'NonSym_1' 
 
!RWDC Main input >> Main 
COND 37000 400 
CFD 1.46 3105.233564 26236.49304 147206.18086 400.9 111.8 
!-----------INCLUDE FILES--------------- 
INCL N63209.dat !WING ROOT 
 
INCL n0011sc.dat !Sym3 Root 
 
INCL SC20402.dat !WING TIP 
 
!---------------------Wing Import------------------------- 
INCL WING_buildFinalDesign_2.out 
 
!--------------------Tailcone Import---------------------- 
INCL Tailcone_FinalDesign_2.out 
 
!---------------------Tail Import-------------------- 
INCL TAIL_buildFinalDesign_2.out 
 
!---------------------Geometries------------------- 
PLOT top.eps 
  0 0 0   1 0 0   0  0 1 
PLOT side.eps 
  0 0 0   1 0 0   0 -1 0 
PLOT iso.eps 
  0 0 0   1 1 0   1 -1 1 
PLOT front.eps 
  0 0 0   0 1 0   1  0 0 
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5. RWDC Weight Program Output 

 

>>RWDC Main Output 
 
RWDC Analysis Program, Version 2.2 
 Author: Mark Beyer 
 Revision Date: February 12, 2010 
  
 This software is the property of Cessna Aircraft Company.  It was developed 
 by Cessna Aircraft Company for the Real World Design Challenge on behalf of 
 the Department of Energy.  The terms and conditions for use are covered in 
 RWDC Analysis Software license agreement. 
  
 
Condition Summary for Standard Atmosphere: 
  Altitude:                37000.0 {feet} 
  Air temperature:           -69.7 {Degrees Fahrenheit} 
  True Airspeed:             400.0 {Knots} 
  Mach Number:             0.69789 
  Reynolds Number:      1.5432E+06 {per foot} 
 
Structural Analysis: 
  Station   Parent  Perimeter    Section        CGx        CGy        CGz 
       Id  Station     Length  Thickness   {inches}   {inches}   {inches} 
                Id   {inches}   {inches}  
 
MainWingRH 
        1        0     315.21     0.5059   331.6084     0.0000   120.4547 
        2        1     302.45     0.4865   342.9839    18.5280   120.5867 
        3        2     289.69     0.4669   354.3585    37.0559   120.7187 
        4        3     276.94     0.4472   365.7321    55.5839   120.8508 
        5        4     264.19     0.4274   377.1047    74.1118   120.9830 
        6        5     251.45     0.4075   388.4763    92.6398   121.1152 
        7        6     238.70     0.3873   399.8470   111.1678   121.2476 
        8        7     225.97     0.3670   411.2167   129.6957   121.3801 
        9        8     213.23     0.3464   422.5853   148.2237   121.5127 
       10        9     200.51     0.3256   433.9528   166.7517   121.6454 
       11       10     187.78     0.3044   445.3191   185.2796   121.7782 
       12       11     175.06     0.2828   456.6842   203.8076   121.9112 
       13       12     162.35     0.2606   468.0480   222.3355   122.0444 
       14       13     149.64     0.2378   479.4103   240.8635   122.1779 
       15       14     136.95     0.2141   490.7709   259.3915   122.3116 
       16       15     124.25     0.1893   502.1297   277.9194   122.4457 
       17       16     111.57     0.1630   513.4862   296.4474   122.5803 
       18       17      98.90     0.1346   524.8399   314.9754   122.7155 
       19       18      86.25     0.1033   536.1902   333.5033   122.8516 
       20       19      73.61     0.0682   547.5362   352.0313   122.9890 
       21       20      61.00     0.0320   558.8773   370.5592   123.1284 
       22       21      48.42     0.0320   570.2135   389.0872   123.2712 
 
MainWingLH 
       23        0     315.21     0.5059   331.6084     0.0000   120.4547 
       24       23     302.45     0.4865   342.9839   -18.5280   120.5867 
       25       24     289.69     0.4669   354.3585   -37.0559   120.7187 
       26       25     276.94     0.4472   365.7321   -55.5839   120.8508 
       27       26     264.19     0.4274   377.1047   -74.1118   120.9830 
       28       27     251.45     0.4075   388.4763   -92.6398   121.1152 
       29       28     238.70     0.3873   399.8470  -111.1678   121.2476 
       30       29     225.97     0.3670   411.2167  -129.6957   121.3801 
       31       30     213.23     0.3464   422.5853  -148.2237   121.5127 
       32       31     200.51     0.3256   433.9528  -166.7517   121.6454 
       33       32     187.78     0.3044   445.3191  -185.2796   121.7782 
       34       33     175.06     0.2828   456.6842  -203.8076   121.9112 
       35       34     162.35     0.2606   468.0480  -222.3355   122.0444 
       36       35     149.64     0.2378   479.4103  -240.8635   122.1779 
       37       36     136.95     0.2141   490.7709  -259.3915   122.3116 
       38       37     124.25     0.1893   502.1297  -277.9194   122.4457 
       39       38     111.57     0.1630   513.4862  -296.4474   122.5803 
       40       39      98.90     0.1346   524.8399  -314.9754   122.7155 
       41       40      86.25     0.1033   536.1902  -333.5033   122.8516 
       42       41      73.61     0.0682   547.5362  -352.0313   122.9890 
       43       42      61.00     0.0320   558.8773  -370.5592   123.1284 
       44       43      48.42     0.0320   570.2135  -389.0872   123.2712 
 
Tailcone 
       45        0     255.24     0.1538   448.0000     0.0000   118.2400 
       46       45     251.48     0.1493   456.7400     0.0000   118.7761 
       47       46     246.24     0.1464   465.4800    -0.0000   119.3303 
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       48       47     239.70     0.1450   474.2200     0.0000   119.8909 
       49       48     231.99     0.1451   482.9600    -0.0000   120.4474 
       50       49     223.28     0.1464   491.7000    -0.0000   120.9904 
       51       50     213.69     0.1492   500.4400     0.0000   121.5120 
       52       51     203.36     0.1535   509.1800     0.0000   122.0052 
       53       52     192.40     0.1593   517.9200    -0.0000   122.4644 
       54       53     180.93     0.1669   526.6600    -0.0000   122.8850 
       55       54     169.05     0.1766   535.4000    -0.0000   123.2635 
       56       55     156.87     0.1891   544.1400     0.0000   123.5975 
       57       56     144.47     0.2049   552.8800     0.0000   123.8855 
       58       57     132.41     0.2246   561.6200    -0.0000   124.0126 
       59       58     120.60     0.2487   570.3600     0.0000   124.0137 
       60       59     108.61     0.2798   579.1000    -0.0000   124.0147 
       61       60      96.55     0.3203   587.8400     0.0000   124.0155 
       62       61      84.51     0.3743   596.5800     0.0000   124.0162 
       63       62      72.59     0.4484   605.3200     0.0000   124.0167 
       64       63      60.89     0.5540   614.0600    -0.0000   124.0169 
       65       64      49.50     0.7127   622.8000    -0.0000   124.0169 
       66       65      38.52     0.0320   631.5400    -0.0000   124.0166 
       67       66      28.04     0.0320   640.2800     0.0000   124.0160 
       68       67      18.17     0.0320   649.0200     0.0000   124.0150 
       69       68       9.00     0.0320   657.7600    -0.0000   124.0137 
       70       69       0.63     0.0320   666.5000    -0.0000   124.0120 
 
RHSymTail_1 
       71       65     159.70     0.3152   626.6687     0.0000   126.0123 
       72       71     153.23     0.3031   632.4328     9.3868   125.9269 
       73       72     146.77     0.2909   638.1964    18.7736   125.8416 
       74       73     140.31     0.2786   643.9595    28.1604   125.7562 
       75       74     133.85     0.2663   649.7221    37.5473   125.6709 
       76       75     127.39     0.2538   655.4842    46.9341   125.5855 
       77       76     120.93     0.2413   661.2458    56.3209   125.5002 
       78       77     114.48     0.2287   667.0069    65.7077   125.4148 
       79       78     108.03     0.2158   672.7674    75.0945   125.3295 
       80       79     101.58     0.2029   678.5274    84.4813   125.2441 
       81       80      95.14     0.1897   684.2868    93.8681   125.1588 
       82       81      88.69     0.1762   690.0456   103.2550   125.0735 
       83       82      82.25     0.1624   695.8037   112.6418   124.9882 
       84       83      75.81     0.1482   701.5610   122.0286   124.9030 
       85       84      69.38     0.1334   707.3175   131.4154   124.8178 
       86       85      62.95     0.1180   713.0730   140.8022   124.7327 
       87       86      56.53     0.1016   718.8273   150.1890   124.6478 
       88       87      50.11     0.0839   724.5803   159.5758   124.5630 
       89       88      43.70     0.0644   730.3314   168.9627   124.4786 
       90       89      37.29     0.0425   736.0803   178.3495   124.3945 
       91       90      30.90     0.0320   741.8267   187.7363   124.3113 
       92       91      24.53     0.0320   747.5704   197.1231   124.2295 
 
LHSymTail_1 
       93       65     159.70     0.3152   626.6687     0.0000   126.0123 
       94       93     153.23     0.3031   632.4328    -9.3868   125.9269 
       95       94     146.77     0.2909   638.1964   -18.7736   125.8416 
       96       95     140.31     0.2786   643.9595   -28.1604   125.7562 
       97       96     133.85     0.2663   649.7221   -37.5473   125.6709 
       98       97     127.39     0.2538   655.4842   -46.9341   125.5855 
       99       98     120.93     0.2413   661.2458   -56.3209   125.5002 
      100       99     114.48     0.2287   667.0069   -65.7077   125.4148 
      101      100     108.03     0.2158   672.7674   -75.0945   125.3295 
      102      101     101.58     0.2029   678.5274   -84.4813   125.2441 
      103      102      95.14     0.1897   684.2868   -93.8681   125.1588 
      104      103      88.69     0.1762   690.0456  -103.2550   125.0735 
      105      104      82.25     0.1624   695.8037  -112.6418   124.9882 
      106      105      75.81     0.1482   701.5610  -122.0286   124.9030 
      107      106      69.38     0.1334   707.3175  -131.4154   124.8178 
      108      107      62.95     0.1180   713.0730  -140.8022   124.7327 
      109      108      56.53     0.1016   718.8273  -150.1890   124.6478 
      110      109      50.11     0.0839   724.5803  -159.5758   124.5630 
      111      110      43.70     0.0644   730.3314  -168.9627   124.4786 
      112      111      37.29     0.0425   736.0803  -178.3495   124.3945 
      113      112      30.90     0.0320   741.8267  -187.7363   124.3113 
      114      113      24.53     0.0320   747.5704  -197.1231   124.2295 
 
NonSym_1 
      115       65     183.58     0.2230   620.9547    -0.0000   124.0120 
      116      115     176.19     0.2128   627.5147    -0.0000   134.6981 
      117      116     168.80     0.2026   634.0747     0.0000   145.3843 
      118      117     161.42     0.1924   640.6348     0.0000   156.0704 
      119      118     154.03     0.1821   647.1948    -0.0000   166.7565 
      120      119     146.64     0.1717   653.7549    -0.0000   177.4427 
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      121      120     139.26     0.1613   660.3149     0.0000   188.1288 
      122      121     131.87     0.1508   666.8750     0.0000   198.8149 
      123      122     124.48     0.1402   673.4350    -0.0000   209.5011 
      124      123     117.10     0.1295   679.9950    -0.0000   220.1872 
      125      124     109.71     0.1187   686.5551    -0.0000   230.8733 
      126      125     102.32     0.1078   693.1151     0.0000   241.5595 
      127      126      94.94     0.0967   699.6752     0.0000   252.2456 
      128      127      87.55     0.0855   706.2352     0.0000   262.9317 
      129      128      80.16     0.0741   712.7953     0.0000   273.6179 
      130      129      72.78     0.0625   719.3553    -0.0000   284.3040 
      131      130      65.39     0.0507   725.9154     0.0000   294.9901 
      132      131      58.00     0.0387   732.4754    -0.0000   305.6763 
      133      132      50.61     0.0320   739.0354    -0.0000   316.3624 
      134      133      43.23     0.0320   745.5955     0.0000   327.0485 
      135      134      35.84     0.0320   752.1555    -0.0000   337.7347 
      136      135      28.45     0.0320   758.7156    -0.0000   348.4208 
 
Load Path Weight and Center of Gravity: 
  Lpath    Weight       CGx       CGy       CGz  Lpath Name 
     Id     {lbs}  {inches}  {inches}  {inches} 
      1    2413.4  399.4041  110.5205  121.2361  MainWingRH 
      2    2413.4  399.4041 -110.5205  121.2361  MainWingLH 
      3     589.1  536.6255   -0.0010  122.2415  Tailcone 
      4     395.7  660.2714   54.8373  125.4864  RHSymTail_1 
      5     395.7  660.2714  -54.8373  125.4864  LHSymTail_1 
      6     335.1  657.9882   -0.0100  184.7717  NonSym_1 
 
Load Path Planform: 
  Lpath  Planform  SemiSpan    Aspect    MAC       C/4 MAC           Lpath Name 
     Id      Area  {inches}     Ratio   Length      x         z 
          {sq-ft}                      {inches}  {inches}  {inches}   
      1    243.19  389.0981    8.6466  106.1076  395.5492  131.1225  MainWingRH 
      2    243.19  389.0981    8.6466  106.1076  395.5492  131.1225  MainWingLH 
      4     62.45  197.1252    8.6416   53.7795  659.1038  121.9864  RHSymTail_1 
      5     62.45  197.1252    8.6416   53.7795  659.1038  121.9864  LHSymTail_1 
      6     81.00  224.4088    8.6350   61.2499  658.0952  208.8534  NonSym_1 
 
Tail Sizing Process Input: 
      486.37 - Wing area in sq-feet (Sw) 
     64.8479 - Wing span in feet (bw) 
      8.8423 - Mean aerodynamic chord in feet (MACw) 
      6.3468 - Fuselage height in feet (Hf) 
      6.0000 - Fuselage width in feet (Wf) 
     54.1480 - Fuselage length in feet (Lf) 
     31.5688 - Wing C/4 MAC location in feet (ACwx) 
     53.5316 - Horizontal tail C/4 MAC location in feet (AChx) 
     53.4510 - Vertical tail C/4 MAC location in feet (ACvx) 
 
Tail Sizing Projected Areas: 
      124.86 - Horizontal tail area in sq-feet (Sh) 
       84.40 - Vertical tail area in sq-feet (Sv) 
  
      Adjust your geometric model so the areas above meet or exceed the 
      areas dictated by the sizing spreadsheet 
 
Geometry clears 12 degree rotation ground plane by    9.2625 inches 
 
Weight and Balance Report: 
 
  Item Description                   Wt       CGx 
    Established Aircraft        12669.4     396.3 
    MainWingRH                   2413.4     399.4 
    MainWingLH                   2413.4     399.4 
    Tailcone                      589.1     536.6 
    RHSymTail_1                   395.7     660.3 
    LHSymTail_1                   395.7     660.3 
    NonSym_1                      335.1     658.0 
 
  Basic Empty Weight            19211.8     416.8 
    Pilot                         170.0     137.3 
    Co-Pilot                      170.0     137.3 
    Passenger 3                   170.0     239.0 
    Passenger 4                   170.0     239.0 
    Passenger 5                   170.0     287.3 
    Passenger 6                   170.0     287.3 
    Passenger 7                   170.0     329.2 
    Passenger 8                   170.0     329.2 
    Passenger 9                   170.0     377.4 
    Passenger 10                  170.0     377.4 
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6 EFD.pro Input Report 

EFD.pro Report File - Windchill 

 

7 EFD.pro Output File 

EFD.pro Goals Plot - Windchill 

 

8. EFD.pro screen shots  

a.  

 
Figure 23 - Front 

    Charts                         40.0     158.1 
    Refreshment Stores              0.0     174.0 
    LH Forward Closet               0.0     488.2 
    50% Fuel                     5667.0     385.5 
 
  Flight Loading                26618.8     400.6 
 
  Center of Gravity:              400.6      -0.0     111.8 {FS,BL,WL} 
  Percent MAC:                    29.80 
 
Aerodynamic Force and Moment Data in Body Axis System: 
  Alpha:                         1.4600 {degrees} 
  Fx:                            3105.2 {lbs} 
  Fz:                           26236.5 {lbs} 
  My:                          147206.2 {in-lbs} 
  Reference Point:             400.9000    0.0000  111.8000 {FS,BL,WL} 
 
Force and Moment Unbalance in Wind Axis System: 
  Lift:                         26148.9 {lbs} 
  Total Objective Weight:        6542.4 {lbs} 
  Drag:                          3772.7 {lbs} 
  Thrust:                        3789.9 {lbs} 
  Unbalanced Vertical Force:     -109.4 {lbs} 
  Unbalanced Pitching Moment:    2664.5 {in-lbs}  - positive nose up 
 
Objective Function Results:       943.9 {lbs} 
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b.  

 
Figure 24 - Top 
 

c.  

 
Figure 25 - Side 
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 d.  

 
Figure 26 - Isometric 
 

3. c. i. 1) In order to validate the design, we used FloEFD and RWDC Analysis.  As for 

using RWDC Analysis, this program was used as a guide to see where more accurate 

testing should be done.  The RWDC analysis was very coarse, but much faster than 

running a test on FloEFD.  However, in order to get more refined results, we used 

FloEFD.  When approaching FloEFD, we experimented on different initial mesh settings, 

computational domains, and local initial mesh settings.  This was to deal with problems 

such as the large memory the tests required.  It was difficult to run tests with a fine 

mesh because the computer would be overloaded.  Nevertheless, we met the problem 

by finding the threshold where the initial mesh was as fine as the computer could handle 

by slowly increasing the number of mesh points manually and finding the point at which 

the computer failed to complete the test.  We needed to find an optimum computational 

domain at which to run the planes.  It was not in the team's best interest to use the 

default domain that FloEFD provided because the computational domain should be 
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large enough to obtain accurate results, yet small enough to minimize testing time.  We 

found a balance between accurate results and a small computational domain with the 

following dimensions: xmin: -800, xmax: 1500, ymin: -800, ymax: 0, zmin: -800, zmax: 

800.  Later in testing, we realized we were able to reduce the total number of initial 

mesh points, while keeping precision in our results, by increasing the density of mesh 

points near the solid geometries.  We were able to facilitate this by incorporating a local 

initial mesh into our tests.   

 

 
Figure 27 - Number of Mesh Points versus Lift shows convergence at about 
180,000 mesh points 
 
3. c. i. 2. a) The weight calculated via the RWDC analysis is valid because we took a 

few precautions.  First, the tailcone dimensions were not estimated; we exported the 

dimensions from Pro/ENGINEER using the Pro TK toolkit.  The exporting tool gives the 

correct shape to the tailcone and does not dilate stations.  By having a moderate 

number of sections in the analysis program the weight distribution becomes more 

realistic.  When using few sections the program estimates the weight to be centered 
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unrealistically because the calculations of center of gravity and weight are done through 

the weights associated to each station.  

3. c. i. 2. b) The CFDs produced by FloEFD were validated using one of two methods.  

First, we used the finest meshes our computer could handle and a computational 

domain small enough to reduce the number of mesh points while leaving enough 

volume to capture all of the forces.  Thus we had more precision on the plane itself and 

worked around the limitations our computers presented us with.  We also took favorable 

results and ran them through the solver again to confirm the results.  If rerunning failed 

to produce similar results, we spent time to figure out why the tests failed, increased our 

mesh settings, or used local initial meshes to try to find the favorable results again. 

3. c. ii. 1)  For our final design we used a total of 52 stations spread evenly throughout 

the entire tailcone assembly.  As mentioned in section [3.c.i.2.a], the tailcone was not an 

estimate. It was exported through ProENGINEER and provides a more realistic blend of 

the fairing, a better dilation of the circular sections of the tailcone, and a slightly different 

weight calculation from the approximation.  We also focused on our tail assembly and, 

even though the angle of incidence has almost no effect on weight, we added angle of 

incidence.  Our main goal was to make sure that each component was exactly as it 

appeared in the assembly, thus increasing accuracy of our analyses. 

 

3. c. ii. 2) In our FloEFD analysis of the finalized design we used a very fine mesh which 

strained the computers and took extreme amounts of time to process.  In order to 

achieve this finer mesh, we entered smaller gap sizes and wall distances in our initial 

mesh than in any other test we had previously run.  We did this to receive more 

accurate and precise results since we explored .005 degree changes in angle of attack 

and angle of incidence.  

 

3. C. ii. 3. a) For the refinement phase of design we focused on only three variables: 

angle of incidence for the horizontal rear stabilizers, angle of incidence of our main wing, 

and the angle of attack of the plane. 

 

3. C. ii. 3. b) For the above listed variables, the ranges and combinations we 
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investigated were: 0.0-3.0 degrees for angle of attack, (-3.3)-(-1.0) degrees for angle of 

incidence of our horizontal stabilizers, and 2.0 – 4.0 degrees for the angle of incidence 

of our main wing.  We used these ranges from the trends we saw in the preliminary 

phase. Our final design flies at an angle of attack of 1.46 degrees, with a main wing AoI 

of 3.55 degrees, and a horizontal stabilizer AoI of -2.00 degrees.  

 

3. C. ii. 3. c) The active constraints for this section were the equality constraints weight 

equals lift, drag equals thrust and net pitching moments equals 0 (within the range of 

error FloEFD provides). 

 

3. C. ii. 3. d) We were able to effectively communicate improvement in the objective 

function with results from both FloEFD and the RWDC Analysis Program.  The RWDC 

Analysis program told us which values of lift, drag, and torque we required to meet the 

equality constraints. The program also gave us an idea of the magnitude of changes we 

should make.  For example, if the error was small, we would only make slight changes 

to correct the error; however if the error was large, we would need to make large 

changes to decrease the magnitude of error. 

 

3.c.ii: Overall, the wings, tailcones, and tail are mutually dependent on each other due 

to changes and dependence on position of center of gravity.   

 

3.c.ii.1: According to our mentors and our test results, the wing has the largest effect on 

the test results.  The wing provides the lift that the plane needs.  The wings primarily 

alter the position of the center of gravity by means of sweep angle and wing placement.  

Increased sweep angle moves the center of gravity farther back and placement of wings 

further back on the plane also moves the gravity farther back.  The combination of both 

wing sweep angle and wing placement must, however, result in center of gravity lying 

between 15 and 30% mean aerodynamic chord.  The length of the tailcone and the size 

of the stabilizers also move the center of gravity which also restricts the degree to which 

the wings can be swept back and how far aft they can be placed to maintain the 15-30% 

mean aerodynamic chord position of center of gravity.  By the same token, the 
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placement of the wings and the degree of sweep also affects the optimization of the 

sizing of tailcone and stabilizers.  We found that moving the wings such that the center 

of gravity fell closer to 30% MAC increased the tail arms of the stabilizers and thus 

decreased the required area of the stabilizers. 

 

3.c.ii.2: The tailcone acts as the lever arm between the forces of the horizontal stabilizer 

and the wings.  Optimization of the size of the tailcone depended heavily on both the 

position of the center of gravity as well as the size of the stabilizer.  As tailcone length is 

increased, the stabilizers can be moved further aft, and as stabilizers are moved further 

aft and further from the center of gravity, the required area for the stabilizers decreases, 

which in turn decreases the weight of the stabilizers, since the tail arm increases.  As 

tailcone length is increased, however, the weight of the tailcone increases.  When the 

center of gravity is moved further back, the required area for the stabilizers also 

decreases which also decreases the weight of the stabilizers.  Thus, to optimize the 

tailcone, we needed to do initial weight tests where wings are kept far enough aft to 

keep the center of gravity close to 30% mean aerodynamic chord.  We varied tailcone 

length, which would then vary the required areas for stabilizers.  We observed our 

results to find the least-weight configuration and subsequently ran configurations with 

similar dimensions as the minimum-weight configuration through the FloEFD program to 

observe drag. 

 

3.c.ii.3: The tail stabilizer’s purpose is to balance the force of lift produced by the wing.  

Without the tail stabilizer, the plane would experience a massive amount of net torque, 

leading to vertical instability.   The required tail stabilizer area is dependent upon 

position from the center of gravity (dependent upon wing sweep and wing placement), 

which is also in turn dependent upon the length of the tailcone.  We knew that increased 

stabilizer area resulted in increased weight, thus stabilizer area was a large variable in 

our optimization of the empennage and we followed the protocol as prescribed above in 

section [3.c.ii.2]. 
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3.c.iii.1: Recognizing the mutual interdependence of the wings, tailcone, and stabilizer, 

we created a refinement strategy.  Since we already had set wing dimensions and 

stabilizer dimension ratios from the preliminary phase, we focused on building an 

appropriate empennage around these constraints.  We simultaneously worked to 

optimize tailcone length as well as stabilizer area and main wing placement, since we 

recognized the following facts: shorter tailcones are lighter, stabilizer area required 

depends on the position of the center of gravity (required area decreases as % mean 

aerodynamic chord lies closer to 30%), and wing placement affects % mean 

aerodynamic chord tremendously (wings farther back result in % mean aerodynamic 

chord closer to 30%).  From here we notice that two variables are directly in opposition: 

tailcone length and stabilizer area required, because shorter tailcones decrease tailcone 

weight but increase weight generated by stabilizers which increase in required area as 

tailcone length decreases.  Thus, we would place the main wings as far back as 

possible in various configurations of tailcone lengths and stabilizer areas to minimize 

required stabilizer area.   

Our testing protocol was as follows: we first inputted the new dimensions of our 

optimized main wings into the Gotenks spreadsheet and Generator.  We would then 

arbitrarily select a certain interval of tailcone lengths and generate geometry files using 

Gotenks and Generator while adjusting wing placement to keep %MAC near 30%.  Note 

that this process also involved resizing of the stabilizer areas, since the locations of the 

aerodynamic centers and centers of mass would change for each tailcone length.  From 

here, we would run these configurations through the RWDC analysis program to find 

which extreme of the interval of tailcone length would be lighter.  We would 

subsequently test around this lower weight end of the interval further using the same 

method until we had a rough idea of which tailcone length would be the lightest.  We 

then did refined testing around this value to pinpoint which tailcone length would result 

in the least weight.  After testing around the pinpoint, we saved the weights for the 

specific tailcone lengths and subsequently constructed tailcones for ProEngineer with 

the coordinates of the refined weight tests.  Subsequently, we tested various 

configurations through the FloEFD program to check the drag generated by the 

configurations, and from here, we narrowed our tailcone configuration candidates to one 
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optimized configuration which minimized the product of drag and weight.  The final 

optimization process was to balance forces.  We varied angle of attack and angle of 

incidence of the horizontal stabilizers and ran a multitude of tests through FloEFD, 

checking various intervals of AoA to find which AoA gave appropriate lift and check 

various intervals of AoI for each AoA to find which AoI would reduce net pitching 

moments to zero. 

 

3.c.iii.2:  We leveraged our roles efficiently during the optimization process.  Our team 

leader and head of programming Mark Williams gave each team member specific tasks 

that suited their individual strengths and worked to improve efficiency by streamlining 

the programs we used (e.g. GENERATOR) to improve automation of processes.  

Christopher Kodama, our head of the “Gotenks” spreadsheet, worked to constantly 

update the spreadsheet as soon as new data about changes in wing dimensions came 

in and also streamlined the process by making the spreadsheet more user-friendly and 

efficient at automating tedious processes like calculations of aerodynamic centers for 

the stabilizers.  This spreadsheet allowed us to more readily prepare tests with less 

chance of error.  Mark Muraoka, our build lead, constantly turned out new assemblies of 

wings and tails to be tested.  Mark Muraoka had prior experience with CAD software as 

a summer engineering intern at the University of Hawaii.  Dominic Reiss efficiently set 

up and ran tests for these assemblies along with Taylor Van Etten.  Dominic Reiss and 

Taylor Van Etten were efficient with their work as the testing leads because they 

understood the testing program more in depth than the other members of the team.  

Jared Hara and Evan Masutani worked on recording events and assimilating 

information into the journal and technical merit respectively.  Jared Hara was selected 

for this task due to his organizational talents, while Evan Masutani was selected to 

assimilate the information due to his high ability to form cohesive statements from 

thoughts.  Of course, there were times when certain parties had little to no work 

involving their specialties.  This proved to be no problem, since each member was 

familiar with all the processes and programs.  Indeed, during the testing, everyone 

contributed to building assemblies and running tests on various computers, but only 
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when their own specific task-loadings were light to non-existent.  Consequently, we 

were very efficient in our optimization process. 

 

3.c.iii.3.a: We investigated the following variables for our refinement process: aspect 

ratio, taper ratio, sweep angle, tailcone length, and stabilizer area (stabilizer area was 

dependent on tailcone length since we kept the stabilizers positioned as far back as 

possible on the tailcone to reduce required stabilizer area and therefore weight).  

 

3.c.iii.3.b: We varied tailcone length from 190 to 250 inches.  In the conceptual phase, 

we found the lowest weight assembly, 210 inches, and we then ran some FloEFD tests 

from 190-250.  Our results showed there was barely any difference because the 

tailcones produced minimal drag regardless of length.  In order to optimize weight even 

more, we changed tailcone length by increments of 1.5 inches and then by .5 inches to 

get the lowest weight possible.  We varied wing placement as well as required stabilizer 

area, which was dependent on wing placement and tailcone length.  In phase 2 of 

refinement, we varied angle of attack of the entire plane from 0 to 3 degrees, the angle 

of incidence of the stabilizers from -3.3 to -1.0 degrees, and the angle of incidence of 

the main wing from 2.0 to 4.0 degrees, in order to meet the equality constraints of no 

vertical force and no net pitching moments. 

 

3.c.iii.3.c: The primary active constraints during this refinement process were the set 

dimensions/dimension ratios of the wing surfaces.  Our main wings had dimensions of 

an aspect ratio of 8.635, a taper ratio of .155, and a sweep angle of 38.0 degrees.  

These same ratios applied to the stabilizers, which varied in area.  We were testing only 

the conventional configuration during this refinement process. 

 

3.c.iii.3.d: We constantly checked our objective function, to ensure that our refinement 

was not hindering our process, when running tests.  Our entire optimization process 

revolved around minimizing the product of weight and total drag for each component of 

our aircraft.  We would judge the efficiency of our wings by calculating their products of 

weight and total drag and would do the same with our tail configurations.  Again, we 
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disregarded the lift component for two reasons, which were that lift needed to equal 

weight regardless and that lift could easily be adjusted by changing angle of attack.  

Clearly, we were best served to minimize weight and drag before attacking lift.  

 

4) We used Windchill and various other forms of communication to effectively work as a 

team to optimize the design.  This provided program was required to use ProEngineer, 

especially for testing in FloEFD, as assemblies and instances needed to be saved to 

run tests.  Without Windchill, it would be nearly impossible for us to store files online.  

With the online storage capabilities, we did not have to waste time transferring files 

through other means such as external hard drives.  We used Windchill to inform both us 

and the coach the location and time of the meetings, provide a place for us to store the 

minutes of meetings to show team members the meeting’s layout, and 

send .ibl, .dat, .asm, and other various files from ProEngineer to other members of the 

team. 

 As for the using Windchill to communicate with mentors and coaches we did not 

have to use it as extensively; phone calls and internet communications, such as instant 

messaging, proved to be more efficient at direct communication.  The use of Windchill 

as a medium of communication was also made more impractical due to its slow loading 

on all computers relative to other mediums of communication.  As mentioned earlier, 

however, we were able to inform both the coach and the mentor the location and time of 

the meetings; this ability was particularly helpful when the mentor lived in another state.  

The search for mentors was quite difficult.  The team managed to find one mentor at the 

beginning stages of the competition.  However, the mentor did not respond to emails we 

sent.  As a result, the team continued to send out e-mails to mentors around the nation 

to ask them to be our mentors.  Through our many requests, we were able to find a new 

mentor.  Due to the mentor’s location in our home state, communication was made 

much easier through phone calls.  Since it was difficult for our mentor to attend 

meetings, we sometimes went to the mentor’s office for meetings. 
Although we heavily relied on Windchill as a medium for communication, we also 

used a variety of other tools to communicate.  When we were working on the project at 

home, we also used instant messaging to communicate the needs of the project.  As for 
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communicating actual data, we heavily relied on Google Documents to share 

information with each other.  Google Documents allowed us to edit the same document 

on multiple computers at the same time.  This enabled us to save time wasted on 

sending information via other means of communication.  Google documents was 

particularly important to us because the team heavily used spreadsheets on Google 

Documents to record data from tests run on both FloEFD and the RWDC analysis 

program.  With a combination of the tools provided by the National mentors and Google 

Documents, we could simultaneously add information to the same spreadsheet.  Thus, 

we could more easily and efficiently observe trends from testing.  Also, the use of 

Google Documents allowed us to work on the Design Notebook and the Design 

Technical Merit more productively. As mentioned earlier, we saved time from sending 

the revised section of either the Design Notebook or the Design Technical Merit to 

others to be viewed. 
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5): We categorized the design process into three phases: conceptual, preliminary, 

and detail.  The conceptual phase focused on recognizing all possible variables and 

cutting down variables and potential candidates.  The preliminary phase focused on 

identifying trends among remaining variables to create an optimized wing template. The 

detail phase concerned refinement of tailcone and stabilizer sizing along with angle of 

attack and incidence to minimize the objective function and meet all equality constraints.  

In the conceptual phase, we identified aspect ratio, taper ratio, aerodynamic twist, 

sweep, tail dimensioning, airfoils, tail configuration, angle of attack, and angle of 

incidence as potential variables.  We eliminated the X, Y, Inverted-V, H, cruciform, and 

T-tail configurations.  From the conceptual phase, we learned the importance of 

conducting general research to whittle down overwhelming quantities of variables.  We 

also learned the importance of understanding the problem posed and thus tailoring our 

variables and tests to accommodate these constraints.  

During the preliminary phase, we recognized that optimizing the main wings and 

wing dimensions overall took immediate priority.  Through testing, we selected optimal 

airfoils and optimized aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep.  In this phase, we learned to 

recognize trends among test results to optimize dimensioning, and, more importantly, to 

first optimize “independent parts”, since optimization of the empennage in the detail 

phase depended upon wing dimensions. 

In the Refinement phase, we had two phases: optimizing empennage dimensions 

and testing both angle of attack and angle of incidence to produce a single design 

meeting all equality constraints.  We learned aerodynamic physics concerning balancing 

of forces and torque, the importance of downsizing intervals of change between tests 

during the refinement process, and to pursue perfection in this phase.  

Undertaking this challenge was a long and arduous process.  Along with the 

lessons touched on in the preceding sections, team members learned the importance of 

efficiency, caution, knowing when to stop, staying inquisitive, keeping an open mind, 

and recognizing that every process and every decision has an associated cost.  We 

realize that engineering is the science of trade-offs.  Our objectives were met—we 

optimized our aircraft to be as fuel efficient as possible by maximizing aerodynamic 

efficiency (lift over drag) while keeping weight relatively small. 
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Problem Description and Explanation: 
The current state of global affairs requires, more than ever, optimization of fuel 

efficiency.  Due to increasing fuel costs and the accumulation of greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere, the airliner industry needs to decrease fuel consumption by their 

airplanes.  Currently, each kilogram of fuel consumed increases carbon dioxide 

emissions by 3.16 kilograms, with airplanes like the Boeing 747-200 consuming fuel at a 

rate of 17.5 Liters/kilometer (7.9 times more inefficient than a passenger bus).  This 

current rate of fuel consumption cannot continue: sustained airplane fuel inefficiency will 

both negatively impact the environment (current estimates suggest that air travel could 

cause over 15% of all greenhouse gas emissions) and will increase the cost of air-travel 

as fuel prices inevitably increase.  Thus, everyone, consumer and environmentalist, has 

something at stake here. 

Project Goals, Objectives, and Constraints: 
By increasing airplane fuel efficiency, we could make air-travel more economical 

and protect the environment.  To solve this problem, we focused on the aerodynamics 

of the airplane.  We sought to minimize the product of airplane drag and weight divided 

by the lift.  This would increase the fuel efficiency of the airplane since decreasing the 

quotient of drag over lift would reduce the amount of fuel consumed (more fuel is 

consumed to counteract a greater amount of drag and to maintain insufficient lift).  

Incorporation of the weight term had two consequences.  The first consequence was 

that weight equals lift, therefore, a reduced weight would require less lift and would 

consequently require less fuel.  The second consequence was a purely economical one: 

it would cost more to create a heavier aircraft due to increased material costs. 

Tasks: 
 Managing the team is an enormous job because of the scope of the challenge.  

The coordination between team, mentors, coaches, and coordinators was worsened by 

the time zone difference between Hawaii and the Mainland.  Fortunately, with help from 

local sources, Mark Williams was able to lead the team in the right direction and 

motivated the team to move forward and push through the stresses of the challenge.  

Most of his experience with engineering and management come from the FIRST and 

VEX robotics competitions where he is the Programming Captain. 
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 In dealing with the scope of the challenge, the organization and interpretation of 

research and data was important.  No one on the team had any experience with 

aerodynamics or the higher level thinking required for the challenge.  Thus Dominic 

Reiss (Math and Science Lead) and Evan Masutani (Research Lead and Historian) 

worked in tandem communicating with mentors to ensure we had all of the information 

to make our analysis and more focused and efficient.  Dominic Reiss and Evan 

Masutani are aspiring scientist and they took on the job with fervor.  

 Weight and tail sizing are integral parts of the competition.  Each plane needs to 

be accurately represented in the analysis program in a short amount of time.  

Christopher Kodama took on this task and constructed tools to assist in the sizing and 

construction of RWDC input and output files.  Most, if not all, of the spreadsheets were 

uploaded to Google Documents where the whole team could access and utilize the 

tools efficiently. 

 After the .ibls files were constructed via the analysis program, the geometries 

needed to be created into solid geometry to do the aerodynamic analysis.  To expedite 

the construction of the geometries Mark Muraoka (Design Lead) worked on the actual 

construction of planes, as well as discovering techniques to increase efficiency in the 

team.  His prior experience with SolidWorks made him an expert at integrating the parts 

of our design. 

 After the physical construction of the plane the aerodynamic analysis of the plan 

must take place.  With only a few months it was hard to educate every person in every 

part of FloEFD.  Thus Jared Hara learned, explored, and mastered FloEFD and ensured 

that all tests ran by the team met the required precision and were within the limits of the 

computers. 

 Over the course of the competition we were required to contact mentors and 

construct the presentation.  Knowing that this was a very daunting task, Taylor Van 

Etten was appointed as the PR lead and marketing lead.  With his expertise in 

marketing and PR derived from the improvisation team and seven years of experience 

with public presentations, he was able to acquire us the assistance of two mentors and 

ensured that our presentation had the proper flow. 
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Engineering Design Notebook 
 

a) A fundamental explanation of the scientific and aerodynamic principles learned and 

applied to the design solution.   

 

Attacking this challenge required a solid understanding of physical and 

aerodynamic principles. Lift was one of the forces we focused on.  Lift is equal to half 

the product of density of the fluid, velocity squared, planform area, and Lift Coefficient.  

Lad CpvL ⋅⋅⋅= 2

2
1 ρ  

Equation 2 - lift 

(http://wright.nasa.gov/airplane/lifteq.html) 

 
Figure 28 - shows the concept behind lift 

Many of the components of this equation to find lift were given:  the density of the 

fluid was provided (we derived density from the given atmospheric conditions), along 

with the velocity, 400 knots, and the planform area.  Only the lift coefficient was really 

variable.  The lift coefficient is the product of a constant and a variable based on angle 

of attack.  The force of lift should be roughly equal to the weight of the plane assuming 

the flight is steady. 
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We proceeded to concentrate on drag.  Drag is also a component of force on the 

plane.  The drag is equal to negative one half the product of density, velocity squared, 

Planform area, and Drag Coefficient.  

dad CpvD ⋅⋅⋅−= 2

2
1 ρ  

Equation 3 - drag 

  

(http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/dragco.html) 

 
Figure 29 - helpful figure with explanation describing drag 

 

 

Like lift, the givens for drag were the atmospheric conditions, the velocity of the 

fluid, and the planform area.  Only the drag coefficient was variable.  To achieve stable 

flight and satisfy the design solution, the drag force had to be equal to thrust.  Both the 
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lift and drag came from Bernoulli's principle of dynamic pressure.  Specifically, as the 

fluid approaches the leading edge of the wing in streamlines, one streamline flows up 

along the top surface of the wing and the other streamline flows over the bottom 

surface.   

 
Figure 30 – Streamline separation around an airfoil 

 

The fluid is accelerated by moving along the contours of the airfoil and 

consequently, the magnitude and direction of the force is dependent upon the angle of 

attack of the wing.  As a result of increased velocity of the fluid, there is a net change in 

the pressure differential between top and bottom of the wing since the pressure exerted 

on each surface changes with changed fluid velocity (as shown in Bernoulli's equation), 

resulting in a net lift force (http://user.uni-frankfurt.de/~weltner/Flight/PHYSIC4.htm). 

Because airplanes typically have negative lift from the rear stabilizers to offset Y-

component torque, we oriented and structured the stabilizers to produce a net negative 

lift by accelerating the fluid on the underside of the wing more than on the topside. 

(http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/trim.html) Lift and drag equations are 

derived from Bernoulli’s of dynamic pressure. (http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-

12/airplane/bern.html) 

We then tested and applied angle of attack as well as angle of incidence to the 

design solution.  Angle of attack is the term used to describe the angle between the 

lifting body and reference line.  Angle of incidence is the term used to describe the 

angle between the stabilizer and the reference line.  The lift coefficient is dependent on 

the angle of incidence for each stabilizer and the angle of attack of the plane. 
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Figure 31- angle of attack is labeled with the alpha symbol 

(http://www.centennialofflight.gov/essay/Dictionary/angle_of_attack/DI5.htm)  

We also concentrated on transonic airflow.  Transonic airflow accelerates along 

the airfoil to Mach 1, causing wave drag as the airflow breaks the sound barrier.  Our 

wind speed of Mach .7 was within the transonic realm. To account for this problem, we 

selected supercritical airfoils to be used for the design solution; supercritical airfoils 

push the location of the sonic booms farther backward on the wing and reduce the 

effects of wave drag.   

(http://www.aerospaceweb.org/question/airfoils/q0003.shtml) 

 

 
Figure 32 - shows the affect of transonic airflow on wave drag 
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Structural weight was another major variable we focused on.  Weight is 

calculated through analysis of the area of moment of inertia.  The weight is directly 

related to the length and thickness of the wing.  Based on the input file, the RWDC 

analysis program provided the weight of the plane.  The weight distribution of the plane 

changed with the number of sections because the weight was more evenly distributed.  

We also investigated ways to further understand the structural mechanics of the 

wings; primarily why airplanes frequently have thicker airfoils at the root than at the tip.  

First, we investigated why a thick root airfoil is advantageous at all.  We found having a 

thick root airfoil provides suitable support for the wing itself, thus reducing weight, and 

having a thin tip airfoil reduces the overall weight and drag of the wing. This is because 

an increased airfoil thickness results in a greater second moment of inertia.  Since the 

weights of the wing are calculated based on the bending stress on the wing, with 

bending stress being equal to the pitching moment divided by the area of inertia, we are 

able to reduce this weight by increasing the area of inertia.  In simplifying this complex 

scenario for an airfoil curve, we represented the airfoil as an I-beam.  

 
Figure 33 – I-Beam used to understand concept of bending stress 

 The area of inertia for an I-beam is proportional to the cube of the height, or the 

thickness of the airfoil (Alex Le Bon).  Therefore, by choosing a root airfoil with a larger 

thickness, the bending stress will be lowered, and the overall weight of the wing will be 

reduced. After doing further research of structural mechanics, we discovered that the 

wing as a whole could be resolved into a simple cantilever rod.  
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Figure 34 – Example of a cantilever with blue arrows representing weight 

As with the cantilever, the distribution of mass along the axis parallel to the wing 

defines the location of the center of mass for each individual half-span.  Bringing the 

center of mass closer to the center of the plane will reduce the amount of torque on the 

wing, thus reducing the amount of loads the wing will have to endure.  This will reduce 

the amount of bending stress upon the wing, simply seen if we reduce the wing, 

conceptually, to a cantilever beam (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantilever). Having a 

thinner/smaller tip airfoil would, therefore, shift the center of mass closer to the fuselage, 

reducing the rotational inertia of the wings and would consequently reduce the amount 

of support (weight) required to attach the wings.  From our research in bending stress 

and cantilevers, we discovered why aerodynamic sweep is advantageous and why 

taper ratios far less than 1 are customarily used. 

Center of gravity was next taken into account.  Essentially, the entire plane can 

be reduced into a large two dimensional lever with a fulcrum positioned at the center of 

gravity of the airplane.  The two sources of force are, respectively, the lift generated by 

the main wings and the lift generated by the horizontal rear stabilizers.  In order to 

eliminate torque in the Y-component, we needed to balance the cross products of lifts 

and lever arms.  

(http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/trim.html) 
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Figure 35 - free body diagram of the basic forces involved in the flight of an airplane 

This was the general overall principle behind the importance of the locations of 

center of gravity and aerodynamic/pressure centers of the wings (concentration points 

of lift force). (http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/cp.html) As a general 

breakdown, we needed locations of aerodynamic centers, planar areas of wing and 

stabilizer surfaces, values for mean aerodynamic chord, and the location of center of 

gravity.  In order to actually obtain the numbers required for this process, we utilized the 

tools provided to us by Cessna.  We created a spreadsheet (dubbed Gotenks) to 

calculate geometrically values for mean aerodynamic chord by inputting values for root 

length, tail length, sweep, distance between root and tip, wing placement location, and 

tailcone length.  After this, our team merged the NASA Tail Sizing Spreadsheet to the 

Gotenks spreadsheet to automate dimensioning our stabilizers for variable wing 

placement location and tailcone length.  From here, we took the numerical dimensions 

from this hybridized spreadsheet of optimized settings and inputted them into 

“Generator,” a streamlined user-friendly RWDC Analysis Program setup devised by 

Mark Williams. 
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Figure 36 "Generator" - program created by Mark Williams to automate the creation of empennage 

and wing input geometry files 

After running the analysis program with coordinates generated by Generator, our 

team ascertained whether the Center of Gravity was at an acceptable location relative 

to the location of the MAC (within 15-30%).  We also realized that, conceptually, the 

closer the center of gravity was to the 30% MAC (further aft of the leading edge of the 

MAC), the less area would be required for the stabilizers.  This is because % MAC 

increases as the main wings are placed farther forward on the fuselage, which in turn 

increases the tail arms of the stabilizers; the stabilizer tail arms are found by subtracting 

wing AC location from the tail AC location (tail AC location was primarily determined by 

the length of the tailcone because we kept stabilizer variables like aspect ratio, taper, 

and sweep constant).  By increasing the tail arms of the stabilizers, the amount of 

stabilizer required area goes down.  Conceptually, this happens because an increased 

tail arm increases the radial distance terms of torque; therefore, the stabilizers can 

cancel out pitch, yaw, and roll motions with less force, thereby decreasing the required 

amount of stabilizer area, because force generated by a stabilizer is directly proportional 

to the stabilizer area. By decreasing the required stabilizer area, we decreased the total 

weight produced by the stabilizers, one of the components of the objective function.   

Conceptually, the decreased weight is due to retention of constant aspect ratio, 

taper ratio, and sweep—increasing the area of the stabilizer would entail lengthening 

the stabilizer span, shifting the absolute center of gravity of the stabilizer farther away 
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from the fuselage and would therefore require more structural support (and weight) to 

remain stable.  We realized, however, that focusing only on minimizing the stabilizer 

weights would be careless; we needed to take the weight of the tailcone itself into 

account to truly minimize the weight of the empennage, which will be explained in depth 

later.  To accomplish this stabilizer weight minimization, we used Gotenks, Generator, 

and the analysis program to find the correct wing locations that would shift center of 

gravity close to 30% MAC.  We further optimized our model and converted the 

coordinates generated by Generator into an .ibl file, which we subsequently imported 

into Pro/Engineer. 

 
Figure 37 - mentor Alex LeBon shows us a model wing 

 

Although the center of gravity is given by the output from the RWDC analysis 

program provided by the challenge, we were also able to approximate the optimal 

center of gravity position using an equation to approximate the neutral point of the entire 

aircraft: 
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Equation 4 – neutral point 

Xnp = X-coordinate of the neutral point 

AWC = average wing chord  
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WAR = Wing Aspect Ratio  

HSAR = Horizontal Stabilizer Aspect Ratio 

AR = Aspect Ratio 

HVC = Horizontal Volume Coefficient.   

Using this we were able to approximate the ideal center of gravity (ICoG), for 

weak stability, via the equation (X-Coordinate of the neutral point (Xnp) minus X-

coordinate of the CoG (XCoG)) divided by the average chord length (ACL), which 

should fall between .05 and .15. 
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Equation 5 - Center of Gravity 

   15.05. ≤≤ CoGI  

(http://ocw.mit.edu/NR/rdonlyres/Aeronautics-and-Astronautics/16-01Fall-2005-Spring-

2006/3781B0CA-CE4E-4A9C-954D-FD8108ED21B1/0/spl8.pdf)  

 

b) A description explaining in detail the Conceptual, Preliminary, and Detail design 

phases (phases are described in the formal challenge statement). 

 

 We concretely determined what our conceptual, preliminary, and detail phases 

were in order to formulate an effective and efficient plan of attack.  To accomplish this, 

we accomplished two different things:  we determined the decisions we could safely 

make based on research (as the project progressed, we realized we could not use as 

much research to justify our decisions and would have to rely more on empirical data) 

and we considered how independent each individual design variable was from other 

design variables (we logically concluded that we should refine dependent variables after 

refining relatively independent variables).  We then organized our design phases around 

these conclusions. 

We focused on variables that were independent of other design variables and 

were able to be refined using primarily research in the conceptual phase.  Design 

variables in this section included tail configuration and preliminary airfoil selection.  We 

first conducted extensive research before making any arbitrary decisions.  To get a 
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basic understanding of the projects goals, we looked through books and the internet.  

Our mentors provided a lot of insight on the concepts involved in the challenge and 

gave us many books on aerodynamic theory.  Based on much thought and collaboration, 

we decided to first narrow down the tail configuration.  We first established criteria for 

configuration selection: we sought a light configuration that would easily clear the 

ground.  We assigned each individual a tail configuration to research with regards to 

weight, stability, usage in commercial industry, and satisfying the take-off 

conditions.  This conceptual phase focused on reducing our options by looking at the 

configurations with the most weight.  This resulted in our dismissing T-Tail, X-Tail, Y-

Tail, and H-Tail.  We next proceeded to eliminate the Inverted V-Tail because we did 

not believe we could satisfy the takeoff conditions.  We determined that we would test 

the Conventional, V, and then Cruciform configurations.  We predicted the lift would be 

similar for Conventional and Cruciform, with differences in weight 

(http://adg.stanford.edu/aa241/stability/taildesign.html). Our mentor Dr. Kobayashi also 

supported our testing of the conventional and V-wing configurations and said that the 

clearance issues for inverted-V were a large potential problem.  Dr. Kobayashi also told 

us that the cruciform and T-configuration was largely made to get the horizontal 

stabilizers out of the turbulence zones and were consequently heavier.  The need for 

moving the stabilizers out of the turbulence zone was non-existent in the context of this 

competition, since there were no engines to create a turbulence zone.  Thus, we 

focused more on the conventional and V-configurations.  Dr. Kobayashi also suggested 

the possibility of building canards rather than horizontal stabilizers, an idea we briefly 

looked into during research, but we quickly realized that using the canards would be in 

violation of one of our design constraints: the canards were for an entirely different 

configuration than from those allowed in the competition. 

We next found variables dependent on other variables in the conceptual phase 

that required more empirical testing.  We decided to focus on the wings in this section 

because our mentor, Dr. Kobayashi, told us that the main wings largely determined the 

aerodynamics of the entire airplane, as the wings created almost all the lift and were 

quite heavy relative to the other components and also induced large amounts of drag.  

Furthermore, finding approximations of optimized wing dimensions would require a fair 
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amount of testing. We were also advised to fashion our tailcone after the wings were 

optimized.   

For the final detail phase, we focused on optimizing dimensions of the wings and 

the empennage assembly while meeting all the competition constraints.  These design 

variables relied heavily upon the variables explored in the preceding phases and 

required copious testing.  Optimization of the tailcone relied heavily upon the geometry 

of the main wings, since geometry of the main wings heavily influenced the locations of 

MAC and AC, in turn varying the required tail area for the stabilizers.  In addition, the 

required surface area of the stabilizers depended on the length of the tail arms, which 

were determined by the position of the main wings’ AC location and the tail AC locations 

(dependent on tailcone length).  In order to do controlled refinement of tail area, we 

needed to first optimize the wings.  The final phase of refinement entailed meeting all 

constraints of the competition, especially to balance weight with lift and to have zero net 

pitching moments.  To do this, we varied Angle of Attack and Angle of Incidence, 

because we knew from earlier trend testing that angle of attack and angle of incidence 

were proportional to lift.  We knew that, in order to have zero net pitching moments, the 

horizontal stabilizers would need to generate negative lift, requiring the airfoils of the 

horizontal stabilizers to have a much more negative angle of attack than the rest of the 

aircraft, hence we tested negative angles of incidence.  After repeated testing, we found 

angles of attack and incidence satisfying our constraints. 

 

c) The analytical, intuitive, and objective decisions that support the design solution.  

 

Intuitively, the tail configuration cannot be too heavy or else the center of gravity 

would shift too far in one direction. In addition, increased weight of the empennage due 

to the configuration would also increase the objective function.  Therefore, we ruled out 

certain tail configurations, notably the H-wing.  We did not want any of the vertical 

stabilizers extending below the bottom of the fuselage because the aircraft needed to 

clear the takeoff angle of 12 degrees. Coupled with the objective of minimizing tail 

weight to keep center of gravity within 15-30% MAC, we ruled out the heavy and 

potentially takeoff clearance failing tail configurations, the inverted V-wing, the Y-wing, 
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and the X-wing.  Since the weight of the beams, including the horizontal and vertical 

stabilizers, are calculated in accordance with their respective bending moments, we 

were able to rule out the T-Wing configuration.  This left only Cruciform, Conventional, 

and V-Wing configurations.  With the advice of our mentor, we eliminated Cruciform 

because it had no advantage over Conventional was a little heavier. 

 
Figure 38 - tailcone configurations 

  

Analytically, we decided to sweep both the horizontal and vertical stabilizers 

along with the main wings significantly, noting a trend of diminishing drag with 

increasing sweep angle from our test data (although weight would increase and lift 

would decrease with increased sweep angle). We simultaneously worked to optimize 

tailcone length as well as stabilizer area and main wing placement, since we recognized 

the following facts: shorter tailcones are lighter, increased stabilizer area increases 

weight, stabilizer area required depends on the position of the center of gravity (required 

area decreases as % mean aerodynamic chord lies closer to 30%), and wing placement 

affects % mean aerodynamic chord tremendously (wings farther forward result in % 

mean aerodynamic chord closer to 30%).  From here we notice that two variables are 

directly in opposition: tailcone length and stabilizer area required.  Shorter tailcones 

decrease tailcone weight but increase weight generated by stabilizers, increasing 

required area as tailcone length decreases.  Thus, we would place the main wings as 

far back as possible in various configurations of tailcone lengths and stabilizer areas to 

minimize required stabilizer area, and from here we would run these configurations 
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through the RWDC Analysis Program to find the configuration generating the least 

amount of weight.  Subsequently, we tested various configurations with similar tailcone 

lengths and areas through the FloEFD program to check the drag generated by the 

configurations, and from here, we narrowed our tailcone configuration candidates to one 

optimized configuration.  

We chose supercritical airfoils because we realized that at a speed of mach .7, 

the airflow was in the transonic realm and could induce wave drag.  Supercritical airfoils 

were designed specifically to reduce the stresses and effects of wave drag caused by 

accelerating airflow of the transonic realm and thus were the most suitable candidates 

for these conditions.  Supercritical airfoils accomplish this by virtue of their shape: the 

gently cambered upper surface moves the location of fluids reaching Mach 1 further aft, 

while the sharply curled rear of the airfoil induces significant lift. 

Objectively, in order to reduce our pitching moments to zero, we adjusted the 

horizontal stabilizer angle of attack, inducing negative/reduced lift from the rear of the 

aircraft. In order to equate our lift force with the weight of the plane, we decided upon a 

particular angle of attack for the entire airplane to fulfill this parameter as demonstrated 

by FloEFD testing. For the sake of efficiency, we decided not to test the effects of 

dihedral of the horizontal stabilizers because testing would be cost-inefficient and would 

provide, at best, minimal benefits with regard to increased lift and decreased drag and 

large costs (weight increases).  We did, however, decide to use aerodynamic twist for 

both our stabilizers and for our main wings, since research told us that having a thicker 

root airfoil and a thinner tip airfoil would at once increase stability of the wings (leading 

to less weight since less structural support is needed at the tip) and would also reduce 

weight due to overall decreased volume of the wings.   

 

d) Detailed explanations of how the airfoils, planform, and angle of incidence were 

determined.  

 

Airfoils are the cross-sections of wings and stabilizers.  The purpose of an airfoil 

is to accelerate airflow to induce a net force upon the wing in the form of pressure 

following Bernoulli’s equation.  To accomplish this, airfoils are shaped and designed 
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such that air streamlines divide upon contact with the leading edge of the airfoil, with the 

streamlines on one side of the airfoil compressed more than the other, resulting in 

increased velocity and increased airflow.  Streamlines are also further accelerated by 

moving down/up the contours of the airfoil.  Scientists, knowing that increasing velocity 

decreases pressure, developed airfoils to accelerate fluids to a greater extent on one 

side, typically the underside, to create a net inequity of pressure and force by extension. 

We also decided to use both asymmetrical and symmetrical airfoils.  Using a 

symmetrical airfoil was required in the creation of the vertical stabilizer and 

asymmetrical airfoils were used for the horizontal and V-stabilizers.  We selected 

eighteen airfoils that varied in thickness to conduct lift/drag/weight analysis: 

NASA/Langley Whitcomb integral supercritical airfoil, FX60100, GOE417, GRUMMANK-

2, NACA64A210, n0011sc, naca63209, NACA2408, NACAM4, nasasc20714, sc20414, 

sc20503, sc20606, sc20714, sc21006, sc20010, sc20402, sc20406.  We ran tests with 

FloEFD on these airfoils, varying angle of attack, and holding all other variables 

constant.  Finally, we ran each candidate airfoil through the weight analysis program 

and logged this data.  From these eighteen airfoils, we selected four airfoils with the 

least product of drag and weight (lower objective function, recognizing that lift could 

easily be adjusted with angle of attack).  The following four airfoils were selected for 

further testing: NACA63209, NACA20402, NACA20406, and NACA20714.  Further 

testing was done on these four airfoils.  Different combinations of root/tip airfoils were 

tested to test aerodynamic twist.  Thicker airfoils were used at the root, while thinner 

airfoils were used at the tip, as suggested by Mark Fischer in a conference 

call.  Structurally, this suggestion by Mr. Fischer makes sense, since having a thick root 

airfoil provides suitable support for the wing itself, thus reducing weight, and having a 

thin tip airfoil reduces the overall weight and drag of the wing.  We researched in-depth 

the rationale of this effect by looking into cantilevers and I-beams, as discussed 

previously. 
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Figure 39 - Dr. Kobayashi teaches us about the dynamics of airfoils 

 

The vertical stabilizer airfoil selection worked slightly differently.  Recognizing 

that the conventional and cruciform configurations would require both asymmetric and 

symmetric airfoils to optimize aerodynamic efficiency, we specifically looked at results of 

symmetric airfoils as well.  From empirical data, we found that the n0011sc airfoil had 

the lowest product of drag and weight out of all the airfoils and was thus the most 

suitable for use as the vertical stabilizer, as the vertical stabilizer produces no lift and 

thus should be light and induce as little drag as possible.  For our horizontal and V 

stabilizers, we used the same aspect ratio and taper ratio as that used for the main wing 

to maximize aerodynamic efficiency and minimize weight. 

The planform area of the stabilizers was found through a complex process that 

recognized the mutual interdependence of wing dimensions, wing placement, tailcone 

length, and stabilizer area.  We did not bother to solve for the optimum stabilizer area by 

itself—we realized that the optimum stabilizer planform area would be the one that, in 

conjunction with the tailcone, would yield the lowest product of weight and drag.  In 

order to solve for this ideal stabilizer planform area, we noted two things.  The first was 

that, the closer the center of gravity was to MAC 30%, the less stabilizer area would be 

required, resulting in a lower weight for the stabilizers.  We also recognized that 
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changing the tailcone length would also change the required stabilizer area, since 

stabilizers would be automatically placed at the extreme aft end of the tailcone.  Thus, 

our independent variable was tailcone length and we used the Gotenks spreadsheet to 

appropriately determine required stabilizer area and we also modified wing placement in 

the Gotenks spreadsheet to keep % MAC near 30%.  We then used Generator to 

generate geometry coordinates of our tail configurations and subsequently ran these 

through the RWDC Analysis Program to see weight.  We then found the minimum tail 

configuration weight and tested around this value in FloEFD for drag and subsequently, 

we found the tail configuration with the smallest product of weight and drag and from 

here, we found the optimized planform areas of the stabilizers.  

We decided that angle of incidence and angle of attack would be our last 

variables to change.  We used flow analysis and varied these two variables for the rear 

horizontal stabilizers to make the net pitching moments of our plane zero.  We also 

varied the two variables to make weight of the plane equal the plane's lift force.  We 

began with a relatively wide range of angles for both angle of incidence and angle of 

attack.  Because we found it difficult to independently test angle of attack and angle of 

incidence, we tested these two variables in conjunction.  With more promising results 

meeting the equality constraints from a smaller range of angles for both angle of attack 

and angle of incidence, we decreased and refined our testing range of angles.  We 

further refined our tests, altering both angles by an increasingly smaller amount until the 

equality constraints were met.  

 

e) Understanding of the software supplied (explanation of software capabilities and 

limitations encountered in the design process). 

 

Mark Muraoka had prior experience using SolidWorks as part of an internship. As 

a result, he understood the creation of datums (planes in SolidWorks) as references and 

their overall importance to the entire creation process.  He also knew how to sketch on 

planes/datums and how to incorporate blends and section sweeps to create solids. He 

had significant familiarity with names of processes, such as those listed above, and how 

they are executed, including the requirements for initiating them, such as datum planes, 
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section selections, and references. He worked well on assemblies, especially because 

of his familiarity with differences between parts and assembly, essentially the overall 

understanding of terms and ideas. He also knew how to incorporate parts and 

components into assembly files and was instrumental in the instruction of the rest of the 

team on Pro/E use.  

Overall, understanding of SolidWorks added to our understanding of both 

capabilities and limitations of Pro/E. The capabilities of Pro/E were mainly in the design 

and testing areas.  Design-wise, Pro/E allowed people to sketch precisely through 

references and constraining dimensions.  We were able to import ibl files and use these 

sketches in sketcher to create ultra-precise copies of airfoils represented by data and 

coordinates.  We could also merge parts through creation of assemblies, which we 

could then use to create assembled components in assemblies. Recently, we were 

given a way to export coordinates of solid sections for use in analysis programs that 

require text files of coordinate inputs.  Although, Pro/E had numerous capabilities, it also 

posed many problems.  Initially, there was no way for us to interpret the coordinates for 

any of the components. The main problem this caused was that it was difficult to take a 

model from Pro E to the analysis program, or vice versa. This limitation was SOLVED 

with the update.  Also, if there was an error with FloEFD, it was difficult to determine the 

origin of the error. 

Pro/E in conjunction with FloEFD had many capabilities.  The team was able to 

precisely modify set condition, speed, and direction of the incoming airflow relatively 

easily when testing with FloEFD.  The program also allowed the team to vary the 

degrees of refinement for the whole plane, as well as for individual parts of the 

plane.  FloEFD was capable of running batch runs, allowing the team to run multiple 

tests without requiring constant attention.  Many graphs and goals gave the team a 

visual representation of the results of the tests, helping provide an overall picture of the 

results to make more sense.  For example, FloEFD provided a picture of the velocity 

distributions of the airflow on the plane.  Like Pro/E, FloEFD also entailed numerous 

problems for the team.  When attempting batch runs of different assemblies we 

encountered significant difficulty. While the first project would run successfully, FloEFD 

could not continue the batch run unless we were testing instances of the same 
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file.  Similarly, it did not provide the coordinates of the center of gravity, which are also 

only obtained through the analysis program. 

The RWDC analysis program provided the team with design and testing 

capabilities.  The analysis program gave an accurate preview of the tailcone shape, and 

allowed the team to export IBL files, to export to Pro/E.  The program was extremely 

fast and took mere seconds to create the output and geometry files.  The information in 

the output file was easy to understand, and gave important values such as the center of 

gravity and the objective function results.  Although the RWDC analysis program 

provided quick and coarse analysis, it was complex.  This complexity made the team 

prone to mistakes and made troubleshooting problems more difficult.  The team also 

found an error in the RWDC Analysis Program once the FORTRAN files of it were 

distributed.  Apparently, the complier mixed up sine and tangent in the code, so we 

quickly notified the RWDC support team, who quickly informed us that we were correct 

and that they would fix the problem. 

Although a much smaller program, the tail volume coefficient worksheet was vital 

to the team's ability to meet the challenge.  The worksheet was necessary to properly 

size the vertical and horizontal stabilizer.  To do this, team members had to input 

various dimensions of the plane into the worksheet by finding the correct amount of 

area that the planes required.  The worksheet posed the problem of trial-and-error to 

manipulate the required area to match the actual area.  To solve this problem, the team 

created its own worksheet (dubbed Gotenks) based off the tail sizing worksheet to 

compute dimensions and areas for a variety of airplanes and to keep track of even more 

variables, such as sweep of main wings and placement of wings, to automate 

computations of required stabilizer area. 

Mark Williams’s program Generator, used in conjunction with the Gotenks 

spreadsheet, automated and streamlined testing, since geometry files would be 

immediately generated for use in the RWDC analysis program.  

The team responded well to the many problems that the software 

posed.  Although at times the feelings of frustration filled the room, the team adapted to 

these problems by contacting Mark Fischer and Mark Beyer for guidance.  At other 

times, the team simply had to rebuild the plane if the problem with the plane could not 
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be found.  These program limitations taught the team when to allocate time into another 

factor.  These problems culminated and taught the team the process of engineering 

itself.  The team members learned to deal with "trade-offs."  

   

f) Team composition and leadership, team synergy, team organization and assignments, 

team action items and tracking (i.e., individual accountability). 

 

From the outset, our team members expressed tremendous interest in STEM 

and STEM-related careers.  The project engineer, Mark Williams, recruited members to 

join, and made a survey in order to figure out each member’s level of interest.  He 

recruited each team member based on skills that members would add to the team.  

Everyone on the team expressed a budding interest in engineering and, out of our 

seven members, four are planning to major in engineering in college (the remaining 

three members plan to major in the natural sciences).  Every member on the team 

entered the challenge with prior experiences with STEM-activities.  Specifically, Mark 

Williams is the Programming Captain of 'Iolani's FIRST Robotics Team as well as a 

captain of 'Iolani's Math Team and a member of 'Iolani's Science Bowl Team.  Mark 

Muraoka has always loved worked with cars and was selected to intern at the University 

of Hawai'i Autonomous Systems Lab.  Jared Hara has also interned as an engineer for 

three consecutive summers at a private engineering firm.  Dominic Reiss can be found 

frequently perusing books on theoretical physics and is also a member of 'Iolani's 

Science Bowl team.  Christopher Kodama has always dreamed of working with aircrafts 

and is planning to pursue a degree in Aeronautical Engineering.  Taylor Van Etten has 

aspirations of pursuing a career in Physics and, along with Mark Williams, Evan 

Masutani, and Jared Hara, was part of one of 'Iolani's RWDC teams last year.  Evan 

Masutani has volunteered at a University of Hawai'i: Manoa laboratory for the past two 

summers and is a part of 'Iolani's Science Bowl Team.  Mark Muraoka, Mark Williams, 

Taylor Van Etten, Jared Hara, and Evan Masutani have had prior experiences with CAD 

Programs and were thus able to apply their knowledge to the RWDC 

Challenge.  Christopher Kodama had a general understanding of aircraft and Dominic 
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Reiss had a firm grasp of elementary Physics and thus expedited the design process 

with their keen insights. 

The focus of the entire challenge was to optimize a design.  We found that 

optimization was an extremely arduous, challenging, and, ultimately, rewarding 

task.  We all have gained an appreciation of both the optimization process as well as 

the engineers who do this task on a daily basis.  All of our members now have gained a 

certain degree of proficiency with the Pro/E program and thus are able to possibly 

design objects independently.  Participating in this challenge has also firmly inspired all 

members to undertake additional courses in Physics in college.  The team's increased 

interest in STEM can also be ascertained in the enthusiasm every member showed in 

sacrificing precious time to collaborate for this challenge.  

As team leader, Mark Williams helped organize people into the roles that fit them 

the best.  Each person has their own talents and the team had each person volunteer 

for each role depending on their skill set.  Dominic is passionate about physics.  In his 

free time, he watches lectures on physics and takes on challenges beyond what is 

required from him. With these qualifications, he volunteered for the Math & Science 

position.  Mark Muraoka had, over the summer, an internship at the UH School of 

Engineering: The Autonomous System Lab for six weeks, where he developed 

significant experience in CAD design and 3-D programs.  Despite him learning how to 

use SolidWorks and the RWDC challenge providing schools with Pro/E, the majority of 

his skills transferred over.  Jared Hara organized meetings and sent reminders for daily 

meetings.  Due to his Red Cross Presidency, he learned how to take notes and write 

minutes and applied his abilities by writing up the productivity of every member during 

meetings.  He became the team's go-to guy on FloEFD.  Christopher Kodama is the 

team's RWDC Analysis program expert.  He took the NASA Tail Sizing spreadsheet 

provided and incorporated it into his own creation, creating "Gotenks." Taylor Van Etten 

interprets data, organizes presentations, and compiles information into the Engineering 

Journal and the Design Notebook.  Evan Masutani is obsessive about knowledge and 

learning.  As such, he volunteered to be research lead and dove into a deep 

understanding of airfoils and aerodynamics.  In particular, Evan researched the 

geometrical method of measuring MAC and worked extensively with Christopher on the 
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Gotenks Spreadsheet.  Mark Williams has significant leadership experience from FIRST 

and VEX robotics as well as CAD experience from robotics.  

Synergy, from "New Latin synergia, from Greek synergos working together)" is "a 

mutually advantageous conjunction or compatibility of distinct business participants or 

elements (as resources or efforts)" (Mirriam Webster).  Synergy is necessary for a 

project with such a large magnitude because engineering cannot be done individually; 

teamwork is absolutely required.  Though each person has unique skills, these abilities 

are useless without collaboration.  In order to facilitate our collaboration, we employed 

the tools available to us, including Windchill, Google docs, gmail, and Google groups 

http://groups.google.com/group/zombies-ate-my-airplanes.  The tail sizing spreadsheet 

and our engineering journal were both worked on exclusively online.  No one on our 

team is an expert at everything; we specialized, producing higher quality and quantity 

products but as a result, there are certain things on which people did not focus.  As 

such, we attempted to address these problems with creating files and programs 

including Gotenks, AnaGen, Batch Files, and having long training sessions.  Shortly 

after forming our team, in order to bond in the “One Team” spirit, we went to a movie 

related to our team name, Zombie Land. 

 
Figure 40 - the team relied on google documents to share information and results 
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We split into separate groups to work smarter, not harder.  One group examined airfoils 

and conducted individual wing tests.  Initially, the group tested various airfoils to pick the 

one with the highest lift to drag ratio, narrowing our selection down to sc20614 and 

sc20710.  The next battery of tests determined the effects of sweep on drag, lift, and 

weight: results showed a negative correlation between sweep, drag, and lift, but a 

positive correlation between sweep and weight. The next series of tests determined the 

effects of angle of attack on lift and drag: results showed a positive correlation between 

angle of attack and lift and drag.  We decided the optimal angle was approximately 

three degrees for our purposes to create lift but not an excess of it. 

We tested fairing length/shape and tailcone length for weight, center of gravity 

location, and drag.  We recognized intuitively and from testing that increasing tailcone 

length would increase weight and would shift center of gravity farther aft.  We sought to 

place center of gravity right in between 15-30% MAC and thus dimensioned tailcone 

length accordingly.  In testing the fairing, we found that increased fairing length would 

increase weight and move center of gravity farther aft.  We also found through testing 

that fairing shape contributed greatly to drag, specifically that a more gradual blend into 

the tailcone would reduce drag.  Thus, we sought to balance these three factors 

experimentally to achieve our goals of minimizing weight, keeping center of gravity right 

in between 15-30% MAC, and minimizing drag. 

Each person was accountable for the tests he ran: he had to report to the PM 

what he tested and he was informed on why each test was to be done to prevent 

slacking. The system worked a majority of the time and we completed the tasks we 

wanted to get done excepting the problems we had with Pro/E. 

 

g) Frequency and quality of interactions among team members and between team 

members and the RWDC national mentors. 

 

The team has quality interaction, knowing how to have fun while managing to 

keep the intensity high.  Initially, the roles were not clearly defined, resulting in idle 

time.  However, our team leader and Project Manager, Mark Williams, recognized this 

problem and assigned roles more clearly and spread out, making the individual team 
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members become more efficient.  Communication was easy with the use of emails, 

Google groups, Windchill, cell phones, instant messaging, and daily meetings.  All the 

team members work well and cooperate with each other; there are no vicious 

arguments between team members and everyone treats each other with respect.  The 

daily meetings are posted on Windchill and on Google calendar so there is no confusion 

on meeting times and dates.  The teamwork must be good due to the specialization of 

roles when attacking a project.  Roles consisted of: researching what should be tested, 

building the parts to test, testing, and interpreting the results. 

 
Figure 41 - team works together to analyze results of the FloEFD tests 

However, while teamwork was near perfect, focus was less so.  The group was 

often sidetracked by interruptions such as music or food.  Overcoming these lapses in 

concentration was necessary to achieving the goal and not having to pull all-nighters in 

the days leading up to the due date.  Mark Williams did a very good job of keeping 

everyone focused on the task at hand: he set deadlines for each section of the team 

and brought our attention back to the task at hand when our concentration failed us.  

Communication with the national mentors was extremely sparse due to the lack 

of responses from mentors we contacted for help during the State Challenge.  We 

contacted mentors through Windchill, but few responded at best.  For the National 

Challenge, the team used a new strategy to obtain a mentor.  One of the State problem 
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challenges was finding a mentor that was willing to work with us with such a great time 

zone difference.  To deal with this issue of the time zone difference, we looked to local 

mentors for guidance.  We selected the mentors to ask according to the skills that they 

would add to the team. This plan proved much more successful as we managed to get 

two mentors from the University of Hawaii.  Dr. Kobayashi was selected for his vast 

knowledge and experience in the field of aeronautical engineering.  Dr. Kobayashi has a 

double doctorate in mathematics and mechanical engineering.  He also has experience 

working with Boeing and Daimler-Benz.  Alex Le Bon, our other mentor, is Dr. 

Kobayashi’s gradate student.  Mr. Le Bon is currently using genetic algorithms to 

develop wings for a plane.  These mentors covered our weaknesses well and explained 

many of the concepts that we did not understand.  We communicated with mentors at 

least twice a week over the phone and through emails.  We also meet with mentors at 

the University of Hawaii campus for more in-depth discussions of the project.  Mentors 

have greatly expanded the knowledge of our team.  The mentors introduced us to new 

sources of information and let us borrow their books that we could use as references for 

our research.  Prior to finding a mentor, we had a general idea of our plan of attack.  

However, mentors gave the team more insight on the commercial industry, concepts, 

and theory.  Now with these mentors, we can be more confident with our efforts 

because we know that our general direction in the project was right on track.  Any new 

concepts that the mentor mentioned in meetings, we looked up and researched for 

ourselves so that we could confirm that their teachings were correct.  This method of 

checking allowed us to be even surer of our thought process as well as our testing 

methods.  The mentors confirmed many of the trends we noticed in our test results. 
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